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Heat -Pump
Assisted
Solar
Heating

-

Dave
Dasenbrock

The age of solar heating is here.
Although still in its infancy, enough
is already known about solar heating
that it can effectively and efficiently
be put to use.
When huge companies like Alcoa,
General Electric, Exxon, Lennox, and
General Motors begin investing in solar
research and technology, you know
that they see an opportunity for growth
in that field. The opportunities are also
there for those who install and service
solar systems.
The United States currently uses
approximately 35 percent of the world's
energy. Over the next quarter century,
this energy use will decline by about
10 percent. The decline will not occur
because we are using less energy, but
because the other nations of the world
are using more. The United States is
still not energy self-sufficient.
The oil embargo in 1973 brought
home the fact that the United States
already relies heavily on imported oil.
Our use of imported oil since 1973 has
risen, not declined, and any future
January/February
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embargo would have even more severe
effects on our life-style.
Due to the limited supply of natural
gas, gas furnaces cannot be installed in
new homes in many areas of the country. The alternative heating system has
been the electric heat pump. However,
in most areas the cost per Btu of heat
for operating a central heat -pump system still exceeds the cost for operating
an equivalent natural gas furnace. Both
systems still rely on our nation's dwindling supply of natural resources.
Solar heating can be used effectively
in many areas of the United States. It
has a marked advantage over fossil fuel
systems. No foreign nation can come
and shut off the rays of sunlight as they
can turn off the valve in an oil pipeline.
The sun will not run out of energy for
at least another billion years.
Of course, solar heating also has
disadvantages. Only in rare cases is it
economical to construct a solar heating
system capable of carrying the entire
heating load because of the heat -storage
capacity needed for periods of sunless
weather. However, 50 to 90 percent of
the heating needs of a dwelling can be
supplied by the sun, depending upon
environmental conditions. Thus, to be
cost-effective, solar heating systems
almost always require assistance in
meeting the heating load. Heat pumps
have become very popular for this purpose.
A typical solar heating system which
uses air as the heat transfer medium is
shown in Fig.1. The basic solar heating
system consists of three main parts: the
collector, the heat storage area, and the
distribution system. Two fans are shown
in Fig.l (primarily for ease of explanation), although often only one fan is
used. You will see how the single -fan
system works later.
The purpose of the collector is to convert the sun's rays (radiant energy) into
heat (thermal energy). The principal
4

parts of the collector are the cover
sheet, the absorber, and the insulating
material.
The cover sheet is made of a clear or
sometimes translucent material, usually
glass or plastic, which allows the sun's
rays to pass through. The cover sheet
creates a "greenhouse effect" beneath
it, and reduces the heat loss from the
absorber due to wind cooling. The sun's
rays fall on the absorber, which is
usually made of a sheet metal such as
copper, aluminum, or steel, and is
painted black. The back of the collector
is insulated to prevent heat loss. The
collector can be mounted directly on a
gabled roof, and should be directed
toward the south for maximum efficiency.
Heat obtained by the collector is
either used to heat the dwelling or is
stored for future use. The most commonly used storage materials are water
and rock. The storage area is usually an
insulated area in a basement or under
ground. If rocks are used as the storage
medium, they are from 1 to 5 inches
in diameter. The smaller the rocks, the
more fan power is needed to force the
air through them. If water is used in a
forced-air system, it is usually stored in
plastic or metal cans on shelves in the
storage area. Canned water is commercially available for this purpose. For the
"do-it-yourselfer," empty plastic milk
bottles make ideal storage containers,
especially the one-gallon size. The space
between the containers allows free air
circulation around them.
The heat is distributed through ducts
in the same manner as in a central heating or air-conditioning system.
There are three modes of operation for
this type of system. In Fig.1, heat from
the solar collector is being used to heat
the dwelling. When fan 1 is on, damper
1
is in position A. Damper 2 is in
position B. Heat from the solar collector
is blown directly into the dwelling. The
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FIGURE

1.

HEATING DIRECTLY FROM THE COLLECTOR.

return air flows directly back to the
bottom of the collector. The system
operates in this mode when the temperature of the collector is higher than the
temperature in the dwelling and the
dwelling temperature is below the thermostat setting.

Figure 2 shows what happens when
the temperature within the dwelling
reaches the thermostat setting. As with
conventional central heat, no heat flows
into the dwelling. In a solar system,
however, if the temperature of the
collector is higher than the heat storage
January/February
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FIGURE 2. STORING HEAT FROM THE COLLECTOR.

material, fan 1 continues to operate.
Damper 1 moves to position B, and the
hot air from the collector is blown
down through the storage material and
then back up to the collector. Fan 1 will
continue to run until the temperature of
6

the collector is no longer higher than
the temperature of the storage material.
Of course, at night or during periods
of cloudiness, the temperature of the
collector will be below the temperature
of the storage material and the dwelling.

NRI Journal
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Under such conditions, providing that
the temperature of the storage material
is higher than the dwelling, heat will be
taken from the storage material to heat
the dwelling, as shown in Fig.3. When
heat is taken from storage, damper 1

and damper 2 are in position A, and fan
2 operates.
On extremely cold days, a solar
heating system may not be able to keep
pace with the heating demands of the
dwelling. This may also be true during
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HEATING FROM THE STORAGE.
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FIGURE 4. A DIAGRAM OF A CENTRAL HEAT PUMP.

periods of prolonged cloudiness, although heat can be drawn from the
storage material until it reaches about
80°F. Most solar systems require some
sort of assistance to carry the heating
load under such conditions.
In the heat -pump -assisted system, the
ductwork is modified so that the fan in
the central unit can also be used for the
8
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solar system. A diagram of a typical
heat pump is shown in Fig.4.
During the heating cycle, hot refrigerant gas is pumped to the condenser,
where it changes from a gas to a liquid.
In the change -of-state process, it gives
up heat to the condenser. Air is warmed
when it flows past the condenser coils.
The liquid refrigerant then flows to the

evaporator, which is located outside of
the dwelling. The liquid sprays through
the expansion valve, changing into a gas
and absorbing heat from the outside air
as it does so. The compressor pumps the
gas back to the condenser. In the
process, the compression action also

adds heat to the gas. If the outside air is
too cold for the heat pump to work
efficiently, the supplementary resistance
heaters are placed in service.
Figure 5 shows a single -fan hot-air
solar system. A rather complex system
of automatic -damper control is used.

FIGURE 5. A HEAT -PUMP -ASSISTED SOLAR SYSTEM
January/February
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Table

1

Damper Number

Operation
1

2

3

4

5

6

Heat Pump

Solar heating from collector

Off

Solar storage

Off

Heating from storage

Off

Heat-pump assistance

On

Open

.

Closed

Table 1 shows the position of the
dampers during operation. When the
dwelling is heated directly from the
solar collector, dampers 1, 2, 5, and 6
are open. Dampers 3 and 4 are closed.
The fan circulates the air directly from
the solar collector through the ductwork. The air is returned to the bottom
of the solar collector.
When heat from the collector is put
in heat storage, dampers 1, 3, and 6 are
open, while the others are closed. Hot
air is drawn down from the collector
and forced through the heat storage
medium. Since damper 5 is closed, air is
prevented from flowing into the return
air duct and flows back up to the
collector.
Heat is taken from storage when the
collector temperature is not sufficient
to heat the dwelling. In this case,
dampers 2, 4, and 5 are open. The
others are closed. Air is drawn up
through the rock or water containers,
absorbing heat as it moves past 'them.
The heated air is forced into the supply
ducts. The return air enters the bottom
of the heat storage area.
10

The dampers are automatically controlled from a master panel. The control
system includes a differential thermostat which determines the temperature
differences between the collector, the

storage

area, and the dwelling. The

control system determines which mode
of operation to use. It also determines
when the heat storage is insufficient to
heat the dwelling, and switches on the
heat pump. Under such conditions, the
system operates as a normal heat -pump
central system.
Depending upon the climate, a solar
system of this type may be able to carry
half of the heating load, thus reducing
the energy consumption of the heat
pump by 50 percent. In any solar air
system, keeping the air filter clean is a
must, especially if rock is used as the
storage area. If dust and dirt settle on
the rocks, the passages between them
would soon clog and no air could flow
through the storage medium. The system would then become useless.
Note: The method explained here is
only one way in which the solar system
and heat pump are used together.
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Ground
Grounding
In any unit of electronic equipment, ground is simply the point of
zero potential. Potential is just another
they both mean
word for voltage
the same thing.
The term "ground" derives from
the early days of radio. In the early
radio receivers, it was customary
to connect zero voltage points in
the receiver circuits to the chassis.
The tubes used in the earlier radios
did not provide nearly as much gain
as our modern tubes or transistors.
Therefore, to improve reception

-

'Bill
'Dunn
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and make sure that the chassis did not
change in potential, a wire was run from
the chassis to a metal rod driven into
the earth. Thus, the name "ground"
originated from earth ground.
Later, as better tubes with a higher
gain were developed, the ground was no
longer needed for reception. It was also
found that the precautionary step of
connecting the chassis to earth ground
was seldom necessary. The metal chassis
showed no tendency of changing in
potential when the receiver circuits were
connected to it. For these reasons, the
connection to earth ground was omitted. However, the name "ground" was
still used whether the chassis was
actually connected to the earth or not.
When transformerless sets came
along, the practice of making connections to the chassis was no longer
advisable. In fact, it was downright
dangerous. Before we discuss why it is
dangerous to connect a ground to a
transformerless receiver, let's stop for a
moment to look at a phrase you will
frequently encounter in any discussion
of electronic circuits. The phrase is
"with respect to." What we mean by
this term is that we are making a
comparison.
When we say that "the grid is negative with respect to the cathode," we
mean that the voltage at the grid of the
tube is negative in polarity when we

FIGURE
12
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compare it with the voltage at the
cathode. Similarly, when we say that
"the base of an npn transistor is positive
with respect to the emitter," we mean
that the voltage at the base is positive in
polarity when we compare it with the
voltage at the emitter.
If we say that "terminal A is positive
with respect to terminal B," we mean
that the voltage at terminal A is positive
in polarity when we compare it with the
voltage at terminal B. The phrase "with
respect to" points out the particular
point in the circuit that we are using as
a reference point for our comparison.
Now let's look at some typical power
supplies using a power transformer.
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a
typical full-wave rectifier power supply
that was used for many years in radio
and television until the advent of solidstate rectifiers.
The first thing to notice in this power
supply is that the power transformer
completely isolates the primary and
secondary circuits. In other words, there
is no direct connection between the
secondary winding on a power transformer and the primary winding.
Notice the ground symbols in the
schematic diagram. These represent
connections to the chassis. During
operation, when the end of the power
transformer winding that connects to
plate 1 of V1 is positive, electrons will

FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER.

FIGURE 2. DIODE FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER.

flow from the center tap of the transformer to ground through the load
(which would be the other tubes in the
receiver), to the positive terminal of the
power supply, through L1 to the cathode of the tube, through the tube to
plate 1, then through the transformer
winding, and back to the grounded

center tap.
When the polarity of the power line
reverses so that the end of the transformer winding connected to plate 2
becomes positive, electrons will flow
from the center tap to ground, through
the various tubes in the receiver, and
back to the positive terminal of the
power supply. The electrons will then
flow through Ll to the cathode, and
through the tube to plate 2, and then
through the lower half of the transformer secondary winding to ground.
The rectifier circuit is called a fullwave rectifier because current flows on
each half of the ac cycle, flowing to
plate 1 during one half-cycle and plate 2
during the other. Capacitors Cl and C2
are the filter capacitors, and are used
along with L1 to filter or smooth the
pulsating current flowing through V1,
so that we have pure dc to operate the
tubes.
When solid-state rectifiers were first
introduced, diodes D1 and D2 simply
replaced the vacuum tube, as shown
in Fig.2. Other than this change, the
two circuits are identical. The first
solid-state diodes widely used in radio

and TV receivers were selenium rectifiers. Unfortunately, these rectifiers
were rather large, somewhat expensive
to manufacture, and also somewhat
unreliable. In addition to these undesirable characteristics, they had an even
greater fault. When a selenium rectifier
shorted, it would almost invariably give
off a foul-smelling aroma similar to

rotten eggs.
Selenium rectifiers were soon replaced by silicon rectifiers. Silicon rectifiers are smaller than selenium rectifiers,
and are relatively inexpensive to manufacture. They also have extremely good
reliability, and have a very low forward
resistance so that there is a very low
voltage drop across them.
Transformers are quite expensive to
manufacture. The cost of manufacturing
a transformer is directly influenced by
the number of turns on each winding. In
the circuit shown in Figs.1 and 2, we are
only using one-half of the secondary
winding during each cycle. The number
of turns on the secondary winding, for a
given output voltage, is double what we
need if we can use the entire secondary
winding during both halves of the cycle.
The circuit shown in Fig.3 does exactly
that. During one half-cycle when the
upper end of the secondary winding is
negative with respect to the lower end,
current flows through D1 to ground. It
won't flow through D4 because the
anode of this diode is negative. Current
flows from ground through the various
January/February 13
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3.

DIODE BRIDGE RECTIFIER.

loads in the receiver, which could be
either transistors or tubes, to the positive terminal of the supply, through Ll ,
and then through D3 to the lower end
of the transformer winding. The load
current flows through D3 because its
anode is positive since the lower end of
the transformer winding is positive.
During the next half-cycle, current
flows from the lower end of the transformer winding through D2 to ground,
through the various loads back to D4,
and through D4 to the upper end of the
transformer winding. Although this
circuit requires four diodes instead of
two, it should be no hardship since
diodes are relatively inexpensive. It
costs less to use two extra diodes than it
does to put twice as many turns on the
secondary of the power transformer.
The circuit shown in Fig.3 is the most
widely used rectifier circuit used in
modern radio and TV receivers that uses
a power transformer.
We mentioned earlier that it was
dangerous to ground a transformerless
receiver. Let's see why. Figure 4(A) is a
schematic diagram of the power supply
widely used in table -model tube-type
radios. When the end of the power line
connected to the switch is negative,
current will flow through the switch to
ground, from ground through the
various tubes which represent the power
supply load, to the positive terminal of
14
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the power supply, and through Ll and
VI to the other side of the power line.
During the other half-cycle when the
plate of the tube is negative, there will
be no current flow. The output voltage
from the power supply is kept reasonably constant by using large -value
capacitors for CI and C2. The tubes
used in the receiver have relatively
high -voltage heaters that are connected
in series, so that the total voltage
requirement of the series-connected
tubes will be equal to the ac line
voltage. Thus the receiver can be operated without a power transformer.
The solid-state equivalent of this
power supply is shown in Fig.4(B). The
only difference is that the tube has been
replaced with a solid-state rectifier and
resistor RI has been added. The resistor
is needed in power supplies using a
silicon rectifier since the rectifier has
such a low resistance that when the
receiver is first turned on, the current
flow through the rectifier would be so
high while Cl is charging that D1 could
be overloaded and bum out. The resistor limits the maximum current through
Dl while Cl is charging. Otherwise, the
operation of the two power supplies is
identical.
For safety reasons, the power company connects one side of the ac power
line to ground. If you plug a transformerless receiver into a power receptacle so

that the power plug connecting to the
grounded side of the power line connects to the switch in either of the
circuits like those shown in Fig.4, the
grounded side of the power line will be
connected to the ground of the receiver.
Under these circumstances, everything
will be fine. However, if you remove the
power plug and rotate it so that the
ungrounded side of the power line
connects to the switch, you will now
have the "hot" side of the power line
connected to the receiver ground.
If the receiver ground is connected to
the chassis and you connect an external
ground to the chassis, you will now have
a short circuit directly across the power
line. Even worse, if the chassis is used as
a ground, with the ungrounded side

connected to the chassis, and you touch
the chassis and a grounded object at the
same time, you would be connected
directly across the power line. This
could result in a fatal shock.
In receivers using a rectifier circuit of
this type, the chassis is not used as as
ground to avoid this dangerous situation. The problem is solved by the use
of a common negative circuit called B-,
which is isolated from the chassis. This
common circuit is also frequently referred to as a "floating ground." One
wire of the line. cord is connected to one
of the terminals of the on -off switch.
The other terminal of the line cord leads
to a series of insulated terminals
throughout the receiver. Connections,
which in a receiver using a power

FIGURE 4. TYPICAL HALF -WAVE RECTIFIER CIRCUIT.
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 5. GROUND CONNECTION SYMBOLS.

transformer would go to the chassis, go
to these insulated terminals instead.
This common circuit is called Bbecause in the early days of radio, a
battery called the B battery was used to
supply voltage to the plates of the
various tubes. The two terminals were
referred to as B+ and B-. When batteries
were replaced by ac -operated power
supplies, the names stuck. Even today,
you'll hear old-timers refer to B+ and
B- in transistorized equipment, although manufacturers are getting away
from this by using the terms V+ and V-.
Ground connection symbols used in
modern radio and TV diagrams are
shown in Fig.5. If the receiver uses a
power transformer and the ground connections are made to the chassis, the
symbol shown in Fig.5(A) will be used.
If the receiver is of the transformerless
type, the symbol shown in Fig.5(A) will
be used to indicate B- or the floating
ground. The symbol shown in Fig.5(B)
will be used to indicate an actual chassis
connection.
Modern receivers use printed circuit
boards to simplify wiring and assembly.
Large amounts of copper are left on the
board to form a ground connection. If
the receiver uses a power transformer
and a chassis, the copper ground is
usually connected directly to the
chassis, in which case ground connections will be indicated by the symbol
shown in Fig.5(A). If the copper ground
is not connected to the chassis, the
symbol shown in Fig.5(A) will indicate
16
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the copper ground or floating ground
and the symbol shown in Fig.5(B) will
indicate an actual chassis connection.
If you are working on a receiver, you
can check to see how the connections
are made. However, if you are just
looking over a diagram and do not have
the receiver, the easiest method of
finding out what each symbol means is
to look for notes on the diagram. The
common ground and chassis ground
symbols may be indicated on the
schematic. In some cases you may find a
note on the diagram indicating whether
the voltages are measured with respect
to the chassis or with respect to B-. The
note may not actually say B-, it might
say common negative or common
ground.
The dc voltages in a receiver may
either be positive or negative with
respect to ground. It all depends upon
the direction of current flow and the
ground connection. In tube -type receiving equipment, the voltages will
usually be positive with respect to
ground, although not always. In transistorized receiving equipment using npn
transistors, the voltages will usually be
positive with respect to ground, but
again, not always. In transistorized
equipment using pnp transistors, the
voltages would usually be negative with
respect to ground, but again there are
exceptions.
Let's look at Fig.6, which shows a
tube rectifier and the push-pull output
stage of a tube -type amplifier. This

FIGURE 6. POWER SUPPLY AND PUSH-PULL OUTPUT STAGE OF TUBE -TYPE AMPLIFIER.

amplifier might be used in a hi-fi
system, a radio, or even in a television
receiver. Notice that instead of a direct
connection from the center tap of the
secondary of the power transformer to
ground, we have inserted a resistor, Rl.
When current flows from the center
tap of the transformer to ground, it will
develop a voltage drop across RI having
the polarity shown. This voltage is used
to bias the push-pull output tubes, V3
and V4. Since current flows through Rl
in the direction shown, the negative
voltage across Rl will make the grids of
the tubes negative with respect to the
chassis. The cathodes are connected
directly to the chassis so they are at
ground potential.

Notice capacitor C3 in Fig.6. This is
an electrolytic capacitor used to keep
the dc voltage applied to the grids of the
tubes constant. Since this is a negative
voltage, the capacitor is connected with

the polarity shown.
Notice that we've taken the plate
voltage for the output tubes from across
Cl. The voltage across C1 will be higher
than the voltage across C2, due to the
voltage drop in the choke, Ll. As a
matter of fact, Ll is frequently replaced
by a resistor which produces an even
lower voltage across C2 than across Cl.
A resistor is frequently used in place of
a choke because it is less expensive.
Frequently, the voltage across C1 is
marked B++ or simply ++ to indicate
January/February
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FIGURE 7. THREE -STAGE TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER.

that this voltage is positive and higher
than the voltage across C2 which may
be marked B+ or simply +.
The voltage across Cl will have considerably more ripple or hum voltage
mixed with it than the voltage across
C2, but remember that the current
through a tetrode tube is determined
primarily by the grid and screen voltages
rather than the plate voltage. Thus, the
varying hum voltage applied to the
plates of the tubes does not cause the
current flow through the tubes or the
current flow through the primary of T3
to vary.
Thus, no hum current will be produced in the secondary and fed to the
speaker. The voltage applied to the
screens of the tubes is taken from across
C2. This voltage is well filtered and
essentially pure dc to reduce the hum
voltage applied to the screens of the
tubes which would cause the plate
current to vary and produce an audible
hum in the speaker.
Therefore, in the circuit shown in
Fig.6, when measuring voltages, you'll
find that the plate voltage on V2 and
the plate and screen voltages on V3 and
V4 are all positive with respect to
18
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ground. The cathode voltages of V3 and
V4 are zero and the grid voltages of V3
and V4 are negative.
We mentioned earlier that in transistor equipment using pnp transistors,
the dc operating voltages were usually
negative with respect to ground. Figure
7 is a schematic diagram of a three -stage
amplifier using both npn and pnp transistors; Q 1 and Q3 are npn transistors,
whereas Q2 is a pnp transistor. All
voltages in this amplifier will be positive with respect to ground.
You will recall that the emitter -base
junction of a transistor must be
forward-biased. To forward -bias a pnp
transistor, the base must be negative
with respect to the emitter. In the
amplifier shown in Fig.7, current flow
through Rl will set up a voltage drop
across the resistor having the polarity
shown. The collector of Ql will be
positive with respect to ground, but the
end of Rl connected to the collector
will be less positive than the other end.
Current flow through Ql will be from
the emitter through the transistor to the
collector, through Rl , and back to V+.
Since Q2 is a pnp transistor, conduction through the transistor is by means

of holes. In this circuit, electrons will
flow from ground through R3, developing a voltage across it to have a polarity
shown. Electrons will leave the
emitter of Q2 and flow through R2 to
V+, developing a voltage of the polarity
shown. R2 is selected because the voltage
drop across it is smaller than the voltage
drop across Rl This means that the base
of Q2 will be less positive than the emitter. In other words, the base of Q2 will
be negative with respect to the emitter.
This forward -biases the transistor.
Meanwhile, the voltage drop across
R3 has placed the base of Q3 at a
positive potential with respect to
ground. Electrons flowing from ground
through R4 will develop a voltage drop
across it having the polarity shown. R4
is selected so that the voltage drop
across it is less than the voltage drop
across R3. This will make the base of
Q3 positive with respect to the emitter
and thus forward -bias the npn tranas

.

sistor, Q3.
We've had examples of all voltages
measured with respect to ground being
positive, except in the case of Q2. In
Q2, the base is less positive than the
emitter so that in effect, the base is
negative with respect to the emitter. In

the case of Q3, the base is more positive
than the emitter so that the base is
positive with respect to the emitter.
In a receiver using a half-wave rectifier to provide an output voltage that is
negative with respect to ground, the
negative voltage is obtained using a
rectifier circuit like that shown in Fig.4,
simply by reversing the diode and the
filter capacitors, as shown in Fig.8. In
this circuit, when the end of the power
line connected to Rl is negative and the
end connected to the switch is positive,
current will flow through Rl , through
Dl, through R2, and through the load.
It will then flow back through the
switch to the positive side of the power
line.
During the other half-cycle, there will
be no current flow through the rectifier.
Notice that in this circuit, the filter
capacitors, Cl and C2, are connected
with the opposite polarity than they are
in Fig.4(B). Also, we've replaced the
choke coil, Ll, shown in Fig.4(B) by
resistor R2. A resistor is normally used
in this type of power supply because it
is less expensive than a choke.
To obtain a negative voltage from a
bridge rectifier circuit, such as shown in
Fig.3, we once again simply reverse the

FIGURE 8. A HALF -WAVE RECTIFIER PRODUCING A NEGATIVE VOLTAGE
January/February
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FIGURE 9. A FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER PRODUCING A NEGATIVE VOLTAGE.

diodes and capacitors. In Fig.9, the
four diodes are connected with the opposite polarity than those in Fig.3.
In the circuit shown in Fig. 9, when
the upper end of the transformer
secondary is negative and the lower end
is positive, current will flow from the
upper end through D4, through the
choke coil, and then through the transistors which form the load to ground.
From ground, current will flow to the
junction of Dl and through D2 since its
anode is positive.
During the other half -cycle, when the
lower end of the transformer is negative
and the upper end is positive, current
will flow from the lower end of the
transformer through D3, through Ll,
and the load to ground. From ground,
current will then flow through Dl since
its anode is connected to the positive
side of the transformer.
With either of the power supplies
shown in Fig.8 or Fig.9, all voltages
measured throughout the receiver will
be negative with respect to ground. This
is the situation you might expect to find
in a receiver using pnp transistors.
The service information supplied with
radio and television receivers usually
gives the dc voltages of the various tube
or transistor elements, or the various
20

pins of an integrated circuit with respect
to ground. These voltages might be
positive or negative, depending upon the
circuit requirements. In the case of
circuitry operating from a power supply
where the negative output is grounded,
all voltages will be positive. However, as
we pointed out in Fig.7, this does not
mean that the polarity of the voltage
between various elements of a device
has to be positive. For example, in Q2
of Fig.7, the base is negative with
respect to the emitter, which is a requirement to forward -bias the transistor
even though all elements, the base, the
emitter, and collector are positive with
respect to ground.
Remember that ground is simply a
zero potential point. It might actually
be the chassis of a receiver, or it might
be a large area of copper on a printed
circuit board which is insulated from
the chassis. Ground does not mean an
actual ground connection.
NOTE: In this article we have discussed
the meaning of the term "ground" as it
applies to measuring dc voltages in
electronic circuits. There is another use
of the term "ground" when referring to
ac signals in electronic circuits. This
sometimes confusing concept will be the
subject of a future article in the Journal.
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Remember when, back in the late
sixties and early seventies, the automotive repair industry came under
heavy fire for high prices and shoddy
workmanship? Ralph Nader led the
attack, but a lot of other groups got
into the act. These included Congress,
other government agencies, consumer
groups, and a lot of ordinary angry
people. It was all very embarrassing to
the industry because many of the complaints were valid.
One of the big problems was that
there was no way for the average car
owner to know where he could take his
car and expect good repairs, regardless
of price. The industry needed a program
to recognize those mechanics who were
fully competent and qualified to do
expert repair work on the automobile.
Mechanics who were to be recognized
would be required to demonstrate their
competence. The industry wanted its
own voluntary program before the
government came in with licensing regulations that everyone would have
trouble living with.
The program that evolved was a series

of tests for mechanics that lead to
certification. The National Institute of
Automotive Service Excellence
(NIASE), located in Washington D.C.,
was formed in June 1972 to administer
the program. The board of directors for
NIASE is made up of representatives of
all segments of the auto industry including manufacturers, dealerships, independent garages, and service station
mechanics.
The original program was funded by
the four major American auto manufacturers. Since then it has become selfsufficient. Although Detroit is well represented in NIASE, it does not dominate it.
It has been over five years now since
the first Automotive Mechanic Certification tests were administered in the
late fall of 1972. Since that time, over
130,000 mechanics have been certified
as general mechanics, or in one or more
of eight specialties. About 25,000 more
persons took the tests in November
1977 and will be getting the results
early this year. The voluntary NIASE
program is alive and well and has really
January/February
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National Institute
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Automotive Service Excellence
WASHINGTON, I7.(;.
Be it known that
JOHN A. DOE

has successfully passed the ox.univations and met the experience requirements
prescribed by he National Institute lur'Automotive Service Excellence and is
awarded this CERTIFICATE in evidence of his qualification as a

CERTIFIED GENERAL AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC
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'

DEMO 45'1`RATEM COMPETENCE

ENGINE REPAIR; AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION; MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND
REAR AXLE; FRONT END; BRAKES; ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS; HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING; ENGINE TUNE-UP
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CERTIFICATE FOR A CERTIFIED GENERAL AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC.

caught on. It is praised by both the auto
industry and the motoring public.
HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS
To become a Certified Automobile
Mechanic, you must pass one or more
tests. There are eight tests covering
different services for the automobile.
When you pass any of the eight tests
you will be certified in that speciality.
When you have passed all eight tests you
will be certified as a General Automobile Mechanic.
The tests are prepared and administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) of Princeton, New Jersey.
This is a nonprofit organization that
prepares such tests as the College Entrance Examination Board, Graduate
22

OCTOBER, 1977

Record Examination Board, the Law
School Admission Test, the National
Teacher Examinations, and various tests
for vocational licensing and certification.
The tests are offered twice a year (in
the spring and fall) in 260 major cities
throughout the 50 states. To take one
or more tests you must register in
advance and pay a registration fee of
$10 plus a fee of $7 for each test to be
taken.
Besides passing the tests, you must
present evidence of at least two years of
work experience as an auto mechanic.
You may substitute formal training for
up to one year of work experience. You
may take the tests before you have the
two years experience, but you will not
be issued a certificate until the experience requirement has been met.
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truck and bus mechanics. There are also
two tests for mechanics who work in
one for body work and
body shops
one for painting. The examination procedures for these are the same as for
automobile mechanics.

-

ABOUT THE TESTS
The next series of tests will be given
in May 1978. Each test is given at the
same time and the same day throughout
the country. The test site is usually a

CERTIFIED

GENERAL
MENHAN4«

FIGURE 2. INSIGNIA FOR CERTIFIED
GENERAL AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC.

Each time you take a test, you will
receive a Score Report showing the tests
you have passed, the tests you will need
to pass, and whether or not you have

satisfied the experience requirement. If
you have failed a test, your answers will
be evaluated and you will be told in
which areas you are weak. When you
have been certified, your certificate will
be good for five years. To remain
certified, you must pass a test dealing
mainly with new developments in the
automotive service field. The first recertification tests will be given this
spring.
The mechanics who are certified receive a certificate like the one shown in
Fig.l. They also receive appropriate
insignia to wear on their work shirts or
jacket. The insignia for a General Automobile Mechanic is shown in Fig.2.
Mechanics who have not passed all of
the tests will receive insignia like that
shown in Fig.3 with stripes showing the
areas in which they are certified. All
certified mechanics receive a wallet card
and a plastic card to be displayed in the
shop's customer area.
The NIASE program now includes a
six -test series to certify heavy-duty

high school, technical school, or college.
Tests are administered by members of
the school staff.
All of the test questions are múltiple choice with four choices. Since a question left blank is considered wrong, you
are encouraged to guess if you are not
sure of the answer. You are given ample
time to answer all the questions.

FIGURE 3. SHOULDER INSIGNIA FOR AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC CERTIFIED FOR
BRAKES, FRONT END, AND TUNEUP
January/February
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Table

1

Automobile Tests

TO BECOME CERTIFIED IN:

YOU MUST PASS:

Engine Repair

Valve train, cylinder head and block
assemblies; lubricating, cooling, ignition,
fuel and carburetion, exhaust, and
battery and starting systems.

TEST

1

TEST

2

Controls and

Manual Transmission/Rear Axle
(40 Questions)

TEST

3

Manual transmissions,
and rear drive systems.

Front End

TEST 4

Manual and power steering, suspension
systems, alignment, and wheels and tires.

Brakes
(40 Questions)

TEST

Drum, disc, combination, and parking
brake systems; power assist and hydraul-

Electrical Systems
(40 Questions)

TEST 6

Heating and Air Conditioning
(40 Questions)

TEST

7

Refrigeration, heating and ventilating,
A/C controls.

Engine Tuneup
(80 Questions)

TEST

8

Oscilloscopes and exhaust analyzers;
emission control and charging systems;
cooling, ignition, fuel and carburetion,
exhaust,
and battery and starting

(80 Questions)

Automatic Transmission
(40 Questions)

(40 Questions)
5

linkages; hydraulic and
mechanical systems.

clutches, front

ic systems.

Batteries,

sy

Table 2

starting,

charging,

lighting,

and signaling systems; electrical instruments and accessories.

stems.

Heavy -Duty Truck Tests

TO BECOME CERTIFIED IN:

YOU MUST PASS:

Gasoline Engines
(80 Questions)

TEST T1

Valve train, cylinder head, and block
assemblies; lubricating, cooling, ignition,
fuel and carburetion, exhaust, and
battery and starting systems.

Diesel Engines
(80 Questions)

TEST T2

Valve train and block assemblies; lubricating, cooling, air induction, fuel, and
exhaust systems; air starting, fuel and air
shutdown, and engine braking systems.

Drive Train
(60 Questions)

TEST T3

Manual transmissions,
line, rear axles.

Brakes
(60 Questions)

TEST T4

Air, hydraulic, mechanical parking, and

Suspension and Steering
(60 Questions)

TEST T5

Steering and front and rear suspension
systems; tires and wheels.

Electrical Systems

TEST T6

Batteries, starting, charging, lighting, and
signaling systems; electrical instruments

(40 Questions)

drive

FMVSS-121 brake systems.

and accessories.
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You are tested in three areas of
knowledge and skill. The first is Basic
Technical Knowledge (What part is it?
How does it work?). You must be
familiar with what is in a system and
how the system operates. Procedures
and precautions to be followed are also
included.
The second area is Correction or
Repair Knowledge and Skill (What is the
likely source of a malfunction? How do
you fix it?). You must understand and
apply accepted procedures and precautions. You must also know how to use
shop manuals and precision tools of the
trade.
The third area is Testing and Diagnostic Knowledge and Skill (How do
you find what's wrong? How do you
determine the effectiveness of the work
done?). You must be able to recognize
the existence of a problem and to
use generally available measuring and
testing equipment to diagnose the
difficulty.
Table 1 is a list of the tests for
certification as an automobile mechanic.
As stated earlier, you must pass all eight
tests to be certified a General Automobile Mechanic, but you do not have
to take all the tests at the same time.
Test 1 and test 8 are in the same test
booklet. If you want to take both tests
at the same time, you will be tested
on a total of 120 questions. (The
first 40 questions are the same for
both tests.)
Table 2 is a list of the tests for
heavy-duty truck and bus mechanics.
Again, if you want to be certified as a
General Heavy -Duty Truck Mechanic
you must pass all six tests. However, if
you have passed tests 1 and 6 of the
automobile tests before, you will not
have to take truck tests Ti and T6 to be
certified a General Heavy -Duty Truck
Mechanic.
Table 3 lists the tests for Body
Repair, Painting and Refinishing. There

no certification for a General Body shop Mechanic at this time.
Table 4 is the test schedule for the
Spring 1978 test series.
is

HOW TO GET STARTED
To begin, write to the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence,
1825 K Street N.W., Washington D.C.
20006 and ask for the Bulletin of
Information, Spring 1978. You will
receive a copy of the bulletin that tells
you all about the tests and contains
42 sample questions for practice (28
automobile, 8 truck, and 6 body and
paint).
The bulletin includes a registration
form that must be filled out carefully
and completely. The registration form,
together with a check or money order
for the fees ($10 registration and $7 for
each test), should then be mailed to
Educational Testing Service, Certified
Mechanic Program, P.O. Box 2611,
Princeton, N.J., 09540. Note: To take
any of the tests this spring (May 1978),
you must send your registration and
fees to ETS before April 3, 1978.
If you live over 50 miles from a
scheduled test city, you can request a
special test center in your area under
these conditions:
1

At least 20 mechanics from your area

will be taking tests at each test session.

registration forms and fees for the
mechanics requesting a special test center must be mailed in together in one
envelope.
2 All

request for the special test center
must arrive at ETS before March 17,
1978. There is a form for requesting a
special test center included in the Bulletin of Information.
3 The

January/February
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Table 3

Body Repair/Painting and Refinishing Tests

TO BECOME CERTIFIED IN:

YOU MUST PA

Body Repair

TEST 81

(40 Questions)

:

Body, frame welding, glass, trim, hardware, air and water leaks, and related
mechanical repairs.

Painting and Refinishing
(40 Questions)

Table 4

_

TEST 82

Equipment, preparation, undercoats,
sanding, color application, safety, problem causes, and correction.

Spring Test Series 1978

Automobile Mechanic Tests
Test

Time

Session

Test Date

A

Tuesday, May 2

7

p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Test Given

4

Front End

5 Brakes

Thursday, May 4

B

7

p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

1

Engine Repair

8 Engine Tuneup
C

D

Tuesday, May 9

Thursday, May

7

11

7

p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

2

Automatic Transmission

3

Manual Transmission and Rear Axle

Electrical Systems
Heating and Air Conditioning
All eight recertification tests
6

7

Heavy -Duty Truck Mechanic Tests
Test
Session

Test Date

Time

Test Given

7

p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

T3 Drive Train
T4 Brakes

Thursday, May 4

7

p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

T1 Gasoline Engines
T2 Diesel Engines

Thursday, May

7

p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

T5 Suspension and Steering
T6 Electrical Systems

A

Tuesday, May

B

D

2

11

Body Repair/Painting and Refinishing Tests
Test
Session
C

Test Date

Tuesday, May

Time

9

7

p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Test Given

B1

Body Repair

B2 Painting and Refinishing
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TAKING THE TESTS
I took the first series of tests in
November and December of 1972 and
will take all of the recertification tests
this spring. In the past five years I have
talked to a great many mechanics who
have taken the tests with varied degrees
of success. Nearly all of those I talked
with agree on several points.
First, the tests are fair and the questions are good. ETS did a great deal of
research and tried the tests on hundreds
of mechanics before using the tests for
the certification program. ETS monitors
the test results very closely in order to
weed out those questions that seem to
cause trouble through misinterpretation.
Some of the questions are changed for
each test series. The tests are administrated fairly. There is very little opportunity for anyone to cheat.
Second, to be fair to yourself, do
some boning up before you take the
test. Pay particular attention to areas
that are not your specialty. If you are a
graduate of the NRI Master Automotive
Servicing Course, or are presently enrolled, you have some of the best
possible review material available. Use
it. Before each test, review the lessons
that cover the subjects on which you are
going to be tested. It's easy to become
rusty when you don't work with something every day.
Third, read the questions carefully.
This cannot be overemphasized. The
questions are not tricky, but you must
read them carefully to be sure you
know what they are asking. Don't jump
to conclusions. Don't read the first part
of a question and think you know the
correct answer. You will probably be
wrong because you didn't read the
whole question. Make sure you know
what question is being asked.
I think the time, effort, and money
spent in taking the tests and being
certified are well worth it. It will give

you recognition and prestige and usually
an increased income. Many employers
gladly pay the test fees for their mechanics and reward those who become
certified with bonuses or increased
hourly wages. The motoring public is
becoming increasingly aware of the certification program, and they like it.
Signs like ..the one shown in Fig.4 are

becoming familiar sights in increasing
numbers at automotive repair facilities.
One last note. For those of you who
have read this and are not mechanics,
but are interested in knowing where to
find certified mechanics, NIASE publishes a Directory of Certified Automotive Mechanics that is available to the
motoring public. The cost of the
directory is $1.95. If you would like
one or more, send a check or money
order to MASE and the directory(s)
will be returned postpaid.

WE EMPLOY

MECHANICS
CERTIFIED BY
National

Institute for
AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
EXCELLENCE

let us show you
their credentials

FIGURE 4. SIGN USED BY REPAIR FACILITIES THAT EMPLOY CERTIFIED
MECHANICS.
January/February
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Mike Taylor:

Diagnosing
Sealed
Refrigeration

Systems
Without Gauges
Most of the problems that develop
the sealed refrigeration system
can be diagnosed without pressure
gauges. All it really takes is an understanding of how the system works,
and your own senses (eyes, ears, and
hands). Since most home refrigeration systems such as the home refrigerator and freezer do not have
service values, you will be diagnosing
the symptoms without gauges anyway. However, there is no room here
for guesswork.
An improper diagnosis of a refrigeration problem can be expensive for both
you and your customer. You may not
believe this, but most of the compressors returned to the manufacturer under
warranty are found not to be defective.
In these cases, the real problem is often
moisture in the system, or an incorrect
refrigerant charge. Both of these problems would be taken care of by follow mg the procedures for replacing a compressor. But the point is that while the
symptoms may disappear after the installation of a new compressor, there may
well have been nothing wrong with the
original compressor initially.
There are only three reasons why you
should ever need to enter the sealed
system. They are: (1) incorrect refrigerant charge, (2) a restriction blocking the
flow of refrigerant, and (3) a defective
in

28

compressor. Each of these problems can
be diagnosed by one or more of the
following symptoms: compressor won't
start, compressor trips out on overload,
no cooling, partial cooling, or a frosted
suction line.
When diagnosing these symptoms,
you will use your hands, ears, and eyes.
You should also have a few basic tools
such as: a motor test cord, a thermometer, and a volt -ohm -wattmeter. But to
properly diagnose the symptoms you
first have to know the operating conditions when the system is working
properly.
A diagram of a typical refrigeration
system is shown in Fig.1. In addition to
the usual evaporator, condenser, and
compressor, most small refrigeration
systems will also have a capillary (cap)
tube separating the evaporator from the
condenser. Just about all refrigerators
and freezers will have a precooler also.
The precooler simply acts to cool the
hot refrigerant gas as it is discharged
from the compressor. This causes the
refrigerant oil that may mix with the
refrigerant vapor to condense and return
to the compressor crankcase.
When the system is operating properly, most of the liquid refrigerant will be
in the evaporator. A layer of frost will
cover the evaporator, but the frost
should not extend down the suction line
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FIGURE

1.

THE NORMALLY OPERATING REFRIGERATION SYSTEM.

to the compressor. As heat is picked up
by the evaporator, the liquid refrigerant
begins to vaporize. Only vapor will
reach the suction line to the compressor; all of the liquid has turned into a
vapor.
The vapor is then drawn out of the
evaporator by the compressor. The
compressor forces the vapor through the
precooler into the condenser. The
condenser gives up the heat picked up in
the evaporator and condenses the refrigerant vapor back to a liquid. When the
system is operating properly, only liquid
will enter the cap tube.
Remember, the cap tube will have a
very small inside diameter (ID) and will
act to restrict the liquid refrigerant
flow. This restriction causes the liquid
entering the evaporator to be metered
so that only the correct amount of
liquid will enter the evaporator. Gen-

erally, you will find very long cap tubes
in a freezer, and shorter cap tubes in a
refrigerator. A window air conditioner
will have a larger-diameter (but also
shorter) cap tube than a refrigerator. In
each of these cases, the temperature of
the evaporator is controlled by the
proper metering of the liquid refrigerant
going into the evaporator.
Now that you have some idea of how
the refrigeration system is supposed to
operate, let's diagnose the system when
something goes wrong.

PARTIAL LOSS OF
REFRIGERANT CHARGE
A small refrigerant leak will, after
some time, result in a partial loss of
refrigerant. The customer's complaint
may be something like: "The freezer is
January/February
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too cold, but the food section is too
warm, and the refrigerator seems to run
constantly." Of course the refrigerator
will run constantly, since the thermostat
is located in the food compartment and
is never satisfied. But why should the
freezer be too cold?
With a partial loss of refrigerant,
there is insufficient liquid to flow
through the entire evaporator. All the
liquid refrigerant that does enter the
evaporator turns into a vapor before it
reaches the suction line. Only the section of the evaporator that contains
liquid refrigerant will get cold. The
outlet of the capillary tube feeds liquid

refrigerant to the freezer section. The
liquid refrigerant that does not vaporize
in the freezer drops to the food compartment evaporator. If There is only
enough liquid to fill the freezer section,
only the freezer will get cold.
In analyzing this problem, you will
see that, as shown in Fig.2, the evaporator in the freezer is only partially
frosted. Since there is a definite frost
line, it is an easy condition to detect.
Stop the compressor and defrost the
entire evaporator. When the unit is
restarted, the frost will return to about
the same frost line within a few
minutes.
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FIGURE 2. A PARTIAL LOSS OF REFRIGERANT. THE CONDENSER TEMPERATURE
WILL FEEL ABOUT NORMAL.
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Since the compressor will not be
pumping as much refrigerant, its current
draw and wattage will be low. By
touching the condenser and precooler,
you will find their temperatures about
normal or slightly cooler. The key here
is the frost line and the time it takes for
the frost line to reappear after defrosting.
If the refrigerator is the automatic
defrost type, the freezer compartment
and food compartment will never seem
to reach the desired temperature. However, all other symptoms will remain the
same. Eyeballing the evaporator, you
will see a definite frost line. The frost
line will appear, after defrosting, to
about the same point in just a few
minutes. The trick here is gaining access
to the evaporator.
Of course, the next step would be to
completely leak -check the system. Since
the leak is probably very small, a good
leak detector will be necessary. In most
cases of this type, the leak will be at a
joint where two sections of tubing
connect. If at all possible, try to repair
the leak before opening the system. This
will keep air and moisture out of the
system for as long as possible. Rebrazing
the joint may be all that is required.
Once the leak has been repaired, you
can then go ahead and discharge the
remaining refrigerant. If the system has
a filter -drier, replace it. Then evacuate
the system and recharge it with the
correct amount of refrigerant. Be
careful not to overcharge. An overcharge can cause more problems and
perhaps damage the compressor. While
we are on the subject, let's see what will
happen with an overcharge.

TOO MUCH REFRIGERANT
Contrary to popular belief, too much
refrigerant will not cause everything to
get too cold. Too much refrigerant will

only put a heavier load on the compressor. The excess liquid refrigerant will

enter the suction line to the compressor.
The suction line will frost up, sweat,
and drip water. If the overcharge is
excessive, liquid refrigerant may enter
the compressor. Since the compressor is
designed only to compress a vapor and
not a liquid, the compressor may
become very noisy and eventually fail.
You will usually run across an overcharge condition only after someone
else has worked on the system. The only
sure way to correct the problem is to
slowly discharge the refrigerant from
the system. Be careful not to blow out
the refrigerant oil. Then evacuate and
recharge the system with the correct
charge. If the refrigerator then appears
to work properly, it is a pretty safe bet
that the compressor has not been
damaged.
So far we have talked about too
much refrigerant and a leak resulting in
insufficient refrigerant. Next, let's see
what happens if a leak has caused
almost all of the refrigerant to be lost.
LOSS OF REFRIGERANT

CHARGE
When a refrigeration system has lost
almost all of its refrigerant, it will look
like Fig.3. Of course, both freezer and
food compartments will be warm, and
the compressor will run constantly. If
you listen carefully at the outlet of the
capillary tube, you will hear an intermittent hissing or spitting sound. This is
what is left of the liquid refrigerant as it
enters the evaporator. Also, since the
compressor has very little work to do, it
will draw lower than normal current and
the wattage reading will be below
normal. The condenser and precooler
will probably be just a little warmer
than room temperature.
You should not suspect the compressor because of the intermittent hissing
January/February
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FIGURE 3. AN ALMOST COMPLETE LOSS OF REFRIGERANT. ONLY A FEW DROPS OF
LIQUID WILL INTERMITTENTLY ENTER THE EVAPORATOR. THE CONDENSER WILL
FEEL COOL, JUST ABOVE ROOM TEMPERATURE.

sound at the capillary tube and the low
wattage reading. A defective compressor
with these symptoms is very rare, and
you are pretty safe in suspecting a loss
of refrigerant charge.
As in repairing a partial loss of
refrigerant, leak -check the system. You
may find it necessary to add refrigerant
in order to locate the leak. Make the
necessary repairs and go ahead with the
evacuating and recharging procedures.
We have now covered most of the
possibilities for having an incorrect refrigerant charge. This was our No.1
reason for entering the sealed system.
Now let's cover No.2
a restriction
blocking the refrigerant flow.

-
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A COMPLETE RESTRICTION
Should any tube of the sealed system
become plugged, it will affect the entire
operation of the system. This will
usually occur at the cap tube because it
is so small. Dirt, metal filings, or foreign
material must be removed before they
can enter the cap tube. A filter -drier is
usually installed just prior to the capillary tube as shown in Fig.4.
The filter section of the filter-drier
catches the dirt and metal filings that
may float through the system. The drier
section removes any moisture or water
that may enter the system with the
refrigerant or refrigerant oil.

The complete removal of all moisture
important in the sealed system.
Just a few drops could cause a complete
restriction. If the filter-drier does not
catch all of the moisture, the moisture
will immediately freeze and form ice
when it reaches the cap tube outlet. The
ice, of course, will block the refrigerant
flow into the evaporator.
A complete restriction like this will
cause symptoms similar to a loss of
refrigerant charge. The compressor
wattage will be lower than normal. The
condenser and precooler both will get
very warm when the unit is first started,
and then will cool to about room
is very

temperature.
To tell the difference between a
complete restriction and a loss of refrigerant charge, first listen to the outlet of
the cap tube. If you hear a spitting or
hissing sound, it is a pretty safe bet
that the problem isn't a complete restriction.
To determine if the restriction is
caused by moisture, shut the unit off
and listen at the cap tube outlet. If you
still do not hear the hissing sound, apply
heat to the cap tube outlet. After a
short time, you will hear a sudden
hissing sound indicating that the ice has
melted and freed the restriction.

o

ICE

*LIQUID

oo

o

rE

FILTER -DRIER

o

rJ

°VAPOR

FIGURE 4. MOISTURE IN THE SYSTEM WILL CAUSE ICE TO FORM AND BLOCK THE
REFRIGERANT FLOW AT THE CAPILLARY TUBE. THE CONDENSER WILL FEEL
COOL.
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Don't use a match or torch to heat
the cap tube. It may score or stain the
inside metal cabinet. If the inside
cabinet is plastic, the heat may actually
distort or burn the plastic. Dampen a
piece of cloth with hot water. Apply the
hot cloth to the cap tube element, and
after a few moments the ice will melt.
Once you have decided that the
problem is moisture, open the system
and discharge the refrigerant. Remove
and discard the filter -drier, and replace
it. The drier section of the original is
saturated with water and is useless. As a
matter of standard procedure, you
should always replace the filter-drier
whenever you open the system. Then
evacuate the system and recharge with
the correct amount of refrigerant.
A crimped or kinked cap tube caused
from an excessively tight bend can also
cause a complete restriction. All of the
symptoms would be identical to a
moisture restriction. To tell the difference, try the heat trick mentioned
above. If this doesn't work, and all
other symptoms fit the picture of a
restriction, it is safe to say that the
restriction is permanent and not just
moisture.
If the compressor is the piston -type,
turn the unit off. Wait a few moments,
and then try to restart. A permanent
restriction will not let the pressures
equalize. The compressor will try to
start, but due to the high condenser
pressure, the compressor will most
likely kick out on the overload. A
rotary compressor, on the other hand,
may continue to run, but the wattage
draw will be low.
In most cases, a kinked section of
tubing will not cause a complete restriction, but rather a partial restriction. A
partial restriction of the cap tube would
be like doubling the length of the cap
tube. The evaporator will be colder, but
only part of the evaporator will become
frosted. Remember, a partially frosted
34

evaporator is one of the symptoms of a
low charge. Let's see how we can tell
the difference.

A PARTIAL RESTRICTION
A partial restriction is checked in
much the same manner as you would
check for a low charge. Make a note of
the frost line on the evaporator and stop
the compressor. Defrost the evaporator
and restart the compressor.
When the unit is first started, a layer
of frost will cover the entire evaporator.
Then the frost will gradually recede
back to the original frost line. The frost
will be slow in returning to the frost
line. It is the time difference in returning to the original frost line that tells
you the problem is a partial restriction
rather than a loss of charge.
Although a partial restriction of this
type will usually occur at the cap tube,
a partial restriction may also result if
the filter -drier should become clogged.
Another possibility would be a kinked
or crimped section of condenser or
evaporator tubing. To locate the restriction, simply run your hand across the
tubing. At the point of the restriction,
you will note a definite temperature
difference between each side of the
restriction. The temperature difference
is due to the pressure difference at the
restriction. As the liquid or vapor passes
through the restriction, it will have a
definite cooling effect.
If the restriction is somewhere along
the cap tube, you should replace the
entire cap tube. Be sure to use a
replacement of the same ID and length.
If the restriction is somewhere along the
evaporator or condenser tubing, you
may be able to replace just that section
of tubing.
That just about covers our No.2
reason for entering the sealed system.
Now let's see what happens if something
goes wrong with the compressor.
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DEFECTIVE COMPRESSOR
Most problems that occur with the
compressor are electrical in nature. You
should never assume that the compressor is defective before making a complete electrical check. The odds are
stacked against you. Compressors are
designed to last far beyond their warranty period; most compressors are
designed to last ten years or more.
In Fig.5, we show the electrical
diagram for the compressor. If you encounter a compressor that does not run,
check to see if power is being supplied
to the compressor. If not, the problem
is likely due to a defective thermostat or
perhaps the defrost timer.
If power is being supplied to the
compressor, make continuity checks of
the overload protector, start relay, and
motor windings. Check both the start
and run windings.
The compressor that runs but does
not pump is very rare. To track down
these rare cases, you will not be able to
rely on your senses alone. You will have
to open the system and install service
valves to attach pressure gauges. If the

compressor is operating, you will see a
definite pressure difference between the
suction and discharge sides. However, it
is still possible for the compressor to
become inefficient. This is like having
too small a compressor for the system.
The freezer and food section may not
get quite cold enough, and the compressor will seem to mn continuously.
Again, a pressure check with gauges will
be necessary.
Another check of the compressor
would be to completely discharge the
system of refrigerant. Connect a motor
test cord directly to the compressor
terminals and start the compressor. A
good compressor will develop a vacuum
on the suction side, and an increase in
pressure on the high side. If these
conditions don't exist, it is a safe bet
that the compressor is defective.
In summary, when you come across a
refrigeration system problem, stop and
identify the symptoms first. Then use
these symptoms to locate the exact
cause of the problem. Remember, you
repair the problem, not the symptom.
Repairing the problem will take care of
the symptoms.

R = RUN WINDING = 1.5-6 OHMS
S = START WINDING = 7-25 OHMS

OVERLOAD

START
RELAY

COMPRESSOR

PROTECTOR

FIGURE 5. THE ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM FOR THE COMPRESSOR.
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Honors

nigraui Antathi

For outstanding grades throughout their NRI courses of study, these September and
October graduates were given Certificates of Distinction with their NRI diplomas.
WITH HIGHEST HONORS
Gerald E. Bailey, APO San Francisco
Richard H. Behlmer, Batesville, IN
Charles McVay Bishop, Mobile, AL
John B. Black, Spartanburg, SC
Fletcher H. Burnham, Pebble Beach, CA
Dwight L. Crocker, Fontana, CA
Frank H. Eager, Beachwood, NJ
David L. Edwards, Needham Heights, MA
Torn Elefante, Marietta, GA
Walter J. Engert, Scotia, NY
Benjamin O. Estoque, FPO New York
Michel Ange Faycal, Lyon France
James O. Fleming, North Turner, ME
Larry W. Francis, Sugar Land, TX
LeRoy F. Geary, Carrsville, VA
Victor E. Good, Effingham, IL
William C. Haller, Van Wert, OH
Drew Hastings, St. Clairsville, OH
Wilbert R. Hippensteal, Bethlehem, PA
Gary B. Hogue, San Diego, CA
William J. Jensen, Atkinson, IL
Harry Kaspszak, FPO San Francisco
Randy Kiernele, Cardston, AB, Canada
Hans W. Kohler, Marietta, GA
Thomas R. Lazaruis, Homewood, IL
Walter L. Lee, Brooklyn, NY
Mark J. Leghart, Canton, OH
Frank Tweed Lemmon, Ijamsville, MD
John G. Lindsey, Williamsburg, VA
Donald L. Lytle, Jr., Houma, LA
Garry S. MacLennan, Via Bellville, ON
Peter R. McKay, Fortville, IN
Michael J. Meyer, Saginaw, MI
Don H. Moore, Fort Knox, KY
George R. Pelham, Bridgeport, CT
Edward Quartemont, Kaktovik, AK
A. J. Richwein, Houston, TX
Theodore Scarborough, Olney, MD
William F. Selissen, Green Bay, WI
Richard T. Steffanson, Jr., Clarkston, WA
Larry E. Summers, Grand Forks AFB, ND
John F. Taylor, San Mateo, CA
Norman A. Thompson, Jr., Jacksonville, NC
Adrian Trucios, Astoria, NY
D'Arcy M. Turner, Big River, SK, Canada
Leonard J. Veraldi, Fort Meade, MD
John B. Vidrine, Ville Platte, LA
Reynold Walters, Birch River, MB, Canada
Hoyt A. Weaver, Bennett, NC
Earl F. Wood, II., Portland, OR
Ronald G. Wood, Dearborn, MI
Raymond R. Wysomierski, Brunswick, OH

WITH HIGH HONORS
Frank S. Adkins, Stone Harbor, NJ
David Albert, Jr., Alexandria LA
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Dean B. Andersen, West Southport, ME
David R. Anderson, Spring Church, PA
Stephen J. Angello, Pittsburgh, PA
Roby W. Annas, Fayetteville, NC
George Appel, Appleton, WI
Carl L. Applegate, Indio, CA
Claude S. Baggett, Sandston, VA
Robert D. Baggert, Decatur, IL
Jim Baker, Totonto, ON, Canada

William Robert Barton, Austin, TX
Ronald J. Becker, Kansas City, MO
Gerry L. Beckwith, Port Matilda, PA
Edward R. Behlmer, Batesville, IN
Earl W. Benz, Palmdale, CA
Raymond Bergeron, Montreal, PG, Canada

Truman L. Blanton, Jr., Murfreesboro, TN
Robert K. Bracher, Oak Ridge, TN
Bruce Bray, Burlington, ON, Canada
Paul E. Brown, Winchester, IN
James R. Bruno, Springfield, PA
Barry L. Burdett, Hawaiian Gardens, CA
Ralph L. Burger, Cedar Rapids, IA
William R. Burley, Rochester, NY
James D. Cates, El Paso, TX
John Celifarco, Brooklyn, NY
C. Chalil, Jatinegara Jakarta, Indonesia
Richard B. Chinn, El Cerrito, CA
Joe P. Chmiel, Colchester, CT
Joal David Clark, Harrah, OK
Fred A. Cline, Castro Valley, CA
Joan Leslie Conder, Chula Vista, CA
Edward S. Cooper, Jr., San Antonio, TX
John M. Cordon, North Vancouver, BC
Philip Ransome Cosby, Columbia, MD
James E. Cousins, Houston, TX
William N. Coy, FPO Seattle
John R. Crichton, Hornick, IA
Robert A. Dahmer, Sodona, AZ
Rudolph William Damken, Brooklyn, NY
Harry E. Davis, Doniphan, MO
Ronald E. Deem, Manitou Beach, MI
Daniel N. Deitz, Nallen, WV
Gerald Depies, Port Washington, WI
Bradley K. De Puy, Lansing, NY
Michael Dragun, Old Bridge, NJ
Edward Dranchak, Portage, IN
Donald R. Duquette, Saratoga Springs, NY
Stanley R. Durie, Stillwater, NY
Richard J. Edwards, Oakland, MO
Wayne P. Felix, Hillsdale, NJ
Louis Ferraro, Newton, NJ
Daniel D. Fisher, Virginia Beach, VA
Vernie G. Fisher, Blytheville, AR
Leon Ottoway Ford, Chesapeake, VA
Rodger R. Frazier, Old Hickory, TN
Joseph W. Gadbois, Leicester, MA
James Garcia, Hobbs, NM

Terry A. Garrett, Little Rock, AR
Loyal J. Gifford, Jr., Terre Haute, IN

Gilbert, Sioux City, IA
Robert S. Gillis, Uncasville, CT
Robert L. Gottschalk, Arena, WI
Jack E. Graham, FPO New York
Steven L. Gray, Lafayette, IN
W. C.

Roland M. Griep, Saint Paul, MN
Albert G. Haas, Bay City, OR
Edward J. Haeseker, Auburn, WA
James E. Hanns, Salem, OR
Gary A. Hawley, Virginia Beach, VA
Thomas A. Helisek, New Alexandria, PA
Robert R. Hergan, Endicott, NY

Hickman, Glennallen, AK
Randy J. Hickman, Minot, ND
William N. Hoback, Mogadore, OH
Richard Holt, Mogadore, OH
Arthur Hough, Toronto, ON, Canada
Tommy Ray Hoyt, Constantine, MI
Gordon L. Irvine, Balcarres, Canada
Gilbert J. Jarrell, Kernersville, NC
Jimmy Johnson, Allen Park, MI
Donald M. Jones, Fulton, KY
Joseph Juliano, Ripley, NY
David W. Kenvin, Pine Hill, NJ
Billy E. Kidd, Mechanicsville, MD
Gordon M. Kirby, Staunton, VA
Taketoshi Kokubo, Hopatcong, NJ
John Kravic, Belleville, NJ
Jerry Ray Krueger, Maroa, IL
Noel Kubota, Hilo, HI
Douglas D. Kuhlmann, Renton, WA
Ronald Lai, Norwalk, CT
Joe Lee, Phoenix, AZ
Edwin P. Leonard, Louisa, VA
Sanford N. Levey, Rockville, MD
William J. Lindskog, North Adams, MA
R. C.

Steven C. Linees, Rochester, MN
Robert L. Logan, Auburn, WA
Warren F. Macheledt, Duluth, MN
Herman J. MacMillan, Dowagiac, MI
William M. MacNeil, Coventry, CT
Diarmid S. MacQueen, San Diego, CA
Leslie S. Malley, New Philadelphia, OH
Jeffrey L. Martin, APO New York
Lance C. Maser, Au Gres, MI
Paul F. McDonald, Carver, MA
Dale W. McLaren, Vernal, UT
Rudolf Merz, Jr., Meeteetse, WY
Robert E. Michael, Warren, OH
Mervin E. Mikkelson, Virginia Beach, VA
Bruce J. Minenar, FPO San Francisco
Craig L. Mitchell, Juneau, AK
Brian King Mohrmann, Davis, CA
Daniel Earl Osborne, FPO New York
Clarence Paasman, Hudsonville, MI
Richard E. Parnell, Confluence, PA
Michael Pekie, Westmont, IL
Raymond G. Perrenoud, Independence, MO
Robert Lee Peterson, Denville, NJ

Alton Pettigrew, Texarkana, AR
Kevin M. Pleas, Chesapeake, VA

William R. Poag, Dayton, VA
Randy L. Pollock, Newton Hamilton, PA
Albert L. Pool, Whittier, CA
Charles R. Pope, Bloomington, IN
Donald R. Preston, Dubuque, IA
William E. Preston, Ill, Bel Air, MD
Randolph James Price, Greensboro, NC
Ronald F. Pugliese, Albuquerque, NM
Adrian G. Quintero, Houston, TX
William S. Radzinski, Anaheim, CA
George T. Reiter, Dale City, VA
Herbert F. Renner, Jr., Clear Spring, MD
Archie Ribble, Corning, NY
Charles Richardson, Panhandle, TX

-

William

F. Riggs, Newport News, VA
Gerard R. Riopelle, Lawrence, MA
Gregory Rogovsky, Troy, NY
Emilio D. Salazar, Jr., Virginia Beach, VA
William F. Savidge, Naples, FL
Donald L. Schmenk, Ottawa, OH
Harold L. Schmidt, Bellevue, NE
William Carl Secher, Great Bend, NY
Joseph S. Seiberlick, Thousand Oaks, CA
Alston D. Sheffield, Morgantown, WV
Richard L Shultz, Salt Lake City, UT
John Moody Simpson, Matthews, NC
Jack D. Smith, Ballwin, MO
Robert G. Smyth, Dunedin, FL
Walter W. Snyder, Lakeside, CA
Joseph J. Soudil, Ravenna, OH
William R. Sprowl, Rockland, ME
Charles F. Steen, Jr., Quincy, WA
Craig Stiff, Sun Valley, CA
Roger Dean Stone, Kansas City, MO
David G. Swanson, Kennedy, NY
Rune E. Swanson, Bountiful, UT
Edward Meyer Tabler, State Line, PA
Harold Richard Tetzlaff, Brooklyn, NY
Roger D. Thomas. Blue Spring, MO
Clyde K. Thompson, Shell Lake, WI
Bobby N. Thrower, Garner, NC
Thomas Charles Todd, Calgary, AB, Canada
Walter J. Turoczy, Jr., New Castle, DE

Raymond J. Vail, Lompoc, CA
Miguel A. Vazquez, Arecibo, PR
Don C. Vestal, APO New York
Ronald R. Vortherms, Malmstrom, AFB MT
Earl E. Wainscott, Jr., Largo, FL
Richard F. Wall, New Riegel, OH
Dennis Earl Warstler, Indianapolis, IN
James Edwin Weimer, Manassas, VA
Arthur J. Wendt, Manistee, MI
Donald E. West, Boonville, MO
Dale R. Wiggins, Belleville, IL
Emmett G. Williams, Key West, FL
William D. Wise, Jr., San Diego, CA
Harry O. Wogberg, Portland, OR
Louis G. Wolff, Tucson, AZ
David W. Wood, Moncton, NB, Canada
William E. Zuhlke, Milton, FL

WITH HONORS
John Michael Abram, Miami, FL

Alexander Albino, Germantown, NY
William G. Allnoch, Waycross, GA
Marvin W. Alsobrooks, Erin, TN
Donald L. Anderson, Flint, MI
Keith P. Anstine, Quincy, WA
Michael Trent Ashwander, Herlong, CA
Raymond J. Arris, Kittery Point, ME
Arturo Ramirez Arroyo, Dorado, PR
Claude Asselin, Durion, PG, Canada
Jay S. Barnes, Three Churches, WV
R. Barraza, Higuera De Zaragoza Sin, Me co

Gordon

S.

Barrett, Jr., Redmond, WA

Paul J. Battistoni, New Britain, CT
Robert Beck, Cleveland, OH
Leo Frank Betti, Oroville, CA
Robert K. Bingen, Minneapolis, MN
Wayne B. Blanke, Aspen, CO
Donald L. Bowens, Lockbourne, OH
Terry R. Boyd, Lone Tree, IA
Virgil E. Bratcher, Bristol, WI
C. J.

Brown, Oakland, CA

Richard J. Brunetta, Vineland, NJ
Lou Bugianesi, Bound Brook, NJ
Clyde F. Bunch, Wright Patterson AFB, OH
Lee Camerom, Edmonton, AB, Canada
Daniel Lee Carey, St. Albans, WV
Larry Nelson Carroll, Live Oak, FL
Mike Cepeda, Waukegan, IL
Antonios Charalambidis, Washington, DC
Thomas R. Charles, Leetonia, OH
Bernie Chernishenko, Edenwold, SK, Canada
Ralph R. Chiaravalle, Garden City, MI
Allen L. Childs, Munger, MI
Wilfred D. Conolly, Cayman Islands, W. Indies
Claude Cournoyer, Dunnville, ON, Canada
Ronald Cox, Brooklyn, NY
Fred W. Crabtree, Jr., Zephyrhills, FL
Richard C. Cramsey, Washington, MO
George R. Crandall, Saint Clair Shores, MI
Lawrence J. Creedon, Springdale, CT
Emory N. Crum, Roanoke, VA
Charles D. Cunningham, Omaha, NE
Jeanette M. Dahl, Pocahontas, IA
Joseph L. Davenport, East Northport, NY
Thomas J. Dearlove, Troy, MI
John W. Devanney, Jr., Cincinnati, OH
Robert L. De Yager, Henrietta, NY
James E. Di..e, APO San Francisco
William E. Dillingham, Baltimore, MD
Robert Douglas, Chicago, IL
Thomas Alfred Dryden, Roseburg, OR
Prentice Rex Edwards, St. Charles, MO
Walter Eichler, Mare Island, CA
Michael L. Enyart, Rockford, OH

Arthur

C.

Euthon, Summerville,

SC

Dewey R. Faircloth, Mobile, AL
Michael A. Fara, Elmhurst, IL
Robert Allen Fell, APO New York
Joseph J. Fernandez, Pt. Jefferson Sta., NY
James C. Ferri'', Tipp City, OH
Daniel Fickett, Cortland, NE
James J. Fignar, Minneapolis, MN
Thomas F. Frappier, Fort Wayne, IN

William

C.

Galloway, Martinsville, IN

Joseph T. Gamble, Lexington Park, MD

Richard K. Geminn, Columbia, MD
David W. Gillett, Charlotte, NC
William P. Goede, Baltimore, MD
Steven P. Gordon, Myrtle Beach, SC
Phillip W. Grano, Arvada, CO
Eugene Green, Galena, OH
Grady Vernon Griffin, Black River, NY
Joseph C. Grunalt, Marietta, GA
Charles Hamilton, Brunkswick, MO
Tom K. Hamilton, Columbus, OH
Rodney G. Hammonds, Yuma, AZ

Clyde W. Harmon, Columbus, GA
Hovsep Hartoonian, Tehran, Iran
William F. Harvey, Denver, CO
Ashby J. Haygood, Oakmont, PA
Roderick K. Hazard, Moore, OK
Tony Raymond Henkels. Bettendorf, IA
Robert Gene Hensley, Weaverville, NC
Leonardo G. Heredia, Hinesville, GA
Hugh A. Hirnickel, Maple Shade, NJ
Thomas W. Hobbs, Ottawa, ON, Canada
Franklin W. Irwin, Vicksburg, MS
Collins James, Baltimore, MD
Morris H. James, Albuquerque, NM
James L. Johnson, Clarkston, MI
Kenneth M. Johnson, Bridge City, TX
Fred D. Jones, Pasadena, CA
Norman L. Junkins, Beale AFB, CA
Thomas A. Kane, Astoria, NY
Frank Karmanocky, Jr., Johnstown, PA
James A. Kest, Wheaton, IL
Howard F. Keeler, Buckeye, WV
Hugh James Kesselhon, Mukwonago, WI
George W. Ketron, Abingdon, VA
Robert T. Kirk, Great Neck, NY
Wallace Krueger, New London, WI
Scott D. Krumwiede, Underwood, ND
Fred J. Kuntz, Pittsburgh, PA
Frank Kuylen, Jr., Belize, Central America
William H. Lakus, Seminole, FL
Harry W. Laughlin, North Tonawanda, NY
Luther R. Ledger, Middlesboro, KY
William Kit Lee, APO New York

John N. Lillie, Bayview, ID
Gerald M. Little, Hamilton, AFB CA
Winston L. Lodge, Tiverton, ON, Canada
William L. Maholland, Eureka Springs, AR
J. E. Markham, Richardson, TX
Carl E. Martin, Los Angeles, CA
Richard E. Martinez, Syracuse, NY
Jeffrey M. Marzella, Ridgway, PA
Phillip J. Massengill, Vacaville, CA
John E. Matheny, New Orleans, LA
Thomas J. Matello, Mingo Junction, OH
Donald L. May, Columbus, OH
LeRoy J. Mayeux, Jr., Mary Esther, FL
David McCarroll, Alamosa, CO
Thomas W. McGuire, Jr., Montgomery, AL
Allen L. McNeely, Spring Valley, CA
Niel Meierhofer, Willmar, MN
Thomas A. Merritt, Jacksonville, FL
George D. Mickey, Bedford, PA
Thomas W. Moore, Los Angeles, CA
Bertrand R. Moreau, Castigan, ME
George Michael Morgan, Fort Lewis, WA
Clyde S. Morrison, Butte, MT
Russell G. Myers, Alameda, CA
Enrique Navas, Westbury, NY

Johnny L. Norris, Dardanelle, AR
James Nusekabel, Cincinnati, OH
Alfred W. Oehler, Fort MacArthur, CA
Robert E. Ormston, Eastlake, OH
Caleb C. Ortiz, APO San Francisco
William J. O'Shields, Oxnard, CA
William B. Pearsall, Dexter, ME
Gary W. Pehling, Groton, CT
Donald G. Penn, Broken Arrow, OK
Harry M. Penrod, Jr., Johnstown, PA
Robert Peterson, Denville, NJ
Forest C. Phillips, Richmond, VA
Joe F. Plyler, Hot Springs, AR
John Plymesser, Cornwells Heights, PA
Richard M. Quattlebaum, Dallas. TX
Edwin Purcell, Santurce, PR
Richard F. Rainforth, Richmann, MA
Willie J. Rambo, Pittsford, NY
Lance Rasco, Chicago, IL
Daniel B. Ratliff, Clearfield, KY
David John Reed, FPO New York
Thomas F. Ricalde, Lake Hiawatha, NJ
Martin J. Rockey, Quinlan, TX
Richard C. Rohweder, Virginia Beach, VA
Loviney A. Rome, Grand Isle, LA
Vern E. Ross, Plymouth, IN
William L. Roueche, El Paso, TX
William P. Ruddle, Saint Louis Park, MN
Leonard Joseph Russian, Westville, IL
Martin Ira Rutkowitz, Brooklyn, NY
George Alton Sanders, APO San Francisco
Robert L. Savant, La Place, LA
Paul J. Scanlon, Dover, MA
George M. Sefick, Jr., Niagara Falls, NY
David W. Sellers, Conestoga, PA
Larry E. Shatto, York, PA
George Charles Shearer, Harman's, MD

Harry C. Shook, Temple, TX
Dennis G. Simmons, Warner Robins, GA
Herman Simpson, Joplin, MO
W. Frank Smart, Leesville, SC
Curtis E. Smith, Felton, PA
Dave Smith, Wilkes-Barre, PA
Jane W. Smith, Sandy, UT
Stewart Clifton Smith, Sylacauga, AL
Harold C. Somerville, Carstairs, AB, Canada
Jose A. Soto, Piscataway, NJ
Henry M. Spangler, Gilmer, TX
Gordon Wayne Squires, Kalamazoo, MI
Richard E. St. Amour, Westland, MI
Whitney Staples, Villa Park, IL
Arthur M. Sterrett, China Lake, CA
Richard W. Strauss, Lombard, IL
Jerald L. Tate, Denham Springs, LA
Charles A. Taylor, Jr., Silver Spring, MD
James H. Taylor, FBPO Norfolk, VA
Robin V. Taylor, Chillicothe, OH
Robert Tennessen, Waukesha, WI
Tadeusz Urbanowicz, Parthenon, AR
Joseph Valunas, Jr., New Brunswick, NJ
Walter D. Van Fleet, Jr., FPO San Francisco
Gerald Lee Van Luven, Pensacola, FL
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Clarence O. Welch. Jr., Haw River, NC
George Westwood, Dalhart, TX

S. Viray, FPO New York
George R. Vltatoe, Miami Springs, FL
Paul W. Voigt, Baltimore, MD

Arnadito

Thomas M. White, Lafayette, LA
Louis F. Wiggin, Danvers, MA
Robert E. Wilkerson, Loudon, TN
Gordon C. Williams, Macon, GA
Steven L. Williams, Soborg, DK, Denmark
Wayne C. Williams, Edmonton. AB, Canada
Chester A. Wilson, Jr., Murray, NE

Edward Wanzenried, Scottsville, NY
Steven F. Ward, Spanaway, WA
Melvin Warner, Melbourne, KY
Philip Howard Warner, Hampton Bays, NY
Michael E. Waugh, Somerset, OH
Eugene M. Weber, Jr., Staten Island, NY

Thomas B. Wilt, Trumbauersville, PA
Charles D. Wimmer, Bethlehem, PA
Philip F. Winninghotf, Arroyo Grande, CA
Don Winter, Downey, CA
Walter R. Wisdom, Hidalgo, TX
Allen L. Woodiwiss, Sartell, MN
Marian Yehl, Allegany, NY
William Yu Yore ging, Toronto, ON, Canada

Andrew Zavisza, Wayne,

NJ

More Royal Tools* from CONAR!
11 PC. 3/8" DRIVE

RATCHET SOCKET SET

0
STOCK NO. 271
A complete set featuring:
1-8" ratchet handle

1- 3"

-

extension
spark plug socket with neoprene inset
l
4-Six point sockets 318", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16"
5/8", 11116", 3/4"
Twelve point sockets
All packed in a strong metal carrying case with locks

--

3-

Weight 3 pounds
Stock No.T0271

If you already have

STOCK NO. 272
A complete set featuring:
1-a" ratchet handle
1
3" extension
1-spark plug socket with neoprene inset mm, 12 mm
4-Ste point sockets 9 mm, 10 mm, 11 19 mm
14 mm, 17 mm,
3-Twelve point sockets

-

Weight 3 pounds
Stock No.T0272

$ 10..75
a

--

$1095

3/8 -inch ratchet and need only metric sockets,

order this set:
14 PC.

3/8"

DRIVE METRIC SOCKET SET

Converts standard 3/8" drive to metric. Drop forged, triple chrome plated
in handy metal tray. Sizes: 7mm, 8mm,
9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm,
14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm,
19mm.

`Warranty: If any tool is found to be
defective, return to manufacturer for
prompt replacement.
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Weight

134

pounds

Stock No.T0366

Only$5.95
J

Well, here it is 1978 already, and we
have finally received our copy of the
March 1977 edition of the FCC Rules
and Regulations, Part 97. So guess
what? After reading over the rules
changes we have been putting in the box
in this column in abbreviated form, and
comparing these with the real regulations in Part 97, we have decided to

stick with the abbreviated form published here before.
The reason is that if we were to print
the full text of the various changes,
there would be very little room for
anything else here, even with our expanded format! By doing this, we can
keep you up-to-date on the intent of the
rules, but it is still up to you to dig out
the actual rules for your own information. It appears that the FCC may still
make some changes so there will very
likely be several more additions to the
table before the next edition of the
rules in March.
Among the many proposed changes
are several that are aimed directly at
deregulation of the Amateur service. We
feel these are all for the betterment of
the amateur, and we will comment on
some of them in future editions as time
permits.
I can remember not too long ago
writing in this column, issue after issue,
about the many talents and activities of
one of our very active and versatile
students, Brother Bernard Frey, O.F.M.,
WA2IMP. Brother Ben, as he is affectionately called, (now a distinguished
graduate) is once again in the headlines.
We received a copy of the Golden
Times newspaper from Joseph J. Boris,
in which he had bylined an article
entitled "Amateur Radio: A Hobby -A
Service." This article, written for non amateur readers, detailed the involvement of Brother Ben in the International Mission Radio Association
(IMRA). This association is made up of
a group of radio amateurs who provide
January/February
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Date Effective

Rule Change
1

Conditional Class License eliminated. Novice power

June 25, 1976

limit upped to 250 W.
2

Technicians given Novice privileges.

July 23, 1976

No new distinctive Novice call signs, although Novices

October

1, 1976

may sign "IN."

No requirement to sign "portable" or "mobile" except
foreign operators using reciprocal licenses.
5

First "comprehensive" cw exam given in Washington,
D.C. office. No solid copy for one minute requirement.

January

6

Court case "temporarily" suspends all license fees.
New "interim" licenses issued upon upgrade of license
class at an FCC office.
Secondary station licenses eliminated.

January 1, 1977

March 9, 1977

10

97.95)a)(2) deleted. No notification of new address
required.
New emission purity standards. All spurious emissions
down 40 db for transmitters operating below 30 MHz,
down 60 db for transmitters of 25 watts or more
operating between 30 MHz and 235 MHz 197.73).

11

Code sending test deleted from Commission-administered examinations.

August 26, 1977

12

97.95(b)(2) rescinded. Maritime Mobile in Region 2
may use all amateur frequencies. In foreign waters
may use only frequencies authorized by regional
government.

September 12, 1977

7

8

various services to missionaries and
volunteer workers of all denominations.
Brother Ben is presently the president
of this organization. As part of his job,
he travels to various countries to help
set up amateur radio stations to provide
communications to the missions during
emergencies when normal communications are not available.
On one trip in 1970, Brother Ben
traveled to Honduras, Central America.
After loading up three mules with 150
pounds of radio gear each and riding on
the back of a fourth mule for nine
hours, he reached the mission at
L'Incarnacion. The station he set up
there is powered by a generator, as the
local electrical supply (when available)
fluctuates erratically between 60 and
200 volts. Such wild variations tend to
be rather hard on radio gear!
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1,

1977

March 1, 1977
March 3, 1977

April 15, 1977

It has been some time since we have
heard from (or about) Brother Ben, and
we are indeed grateful to Mr. Boris for
sending us the article. If any of you ever
"make" the local news, send us a
clipping of the article and we'll certainly
pass along the news in these pages.
One other item before we get to the
correspondence from students and
graduates. As those of you who have
been following this column for any time
at all know, I have recently become
interested in microcomputers, particularly their use and application to
amateur radio. One of the things I have
been working on is a program for the
computer to "read" Morse code and
display it in readable form. Unfortunately, up till now I have not made a
great deal of progress, and have only
gotten as far as defining the problem in

terms of a flow chart.
Then I got the November issue of
"73" magazine, and lo and behold an
article on page 100 by WB3GCP and
WB8VQD entitled "Receive CW With A
KIM." Well, I could hardly wait to
punch the coding into my KIM! I guess
all things eventually do come to those
who wait. Now I don't have to reinvent
the wheel, as the program works as
advertised and will display received cw
either on a terminal or on the seven segment displays of KIM, depending on
a few lines in the program.
The routine is adaptive as far as speed
is concerned, and can track an elec-

tronic keyer from about 10 wpm to at
least 35 wpm without adjustment.
Thirty-five wpm is the upper limit for
me since that is all the faster I can
manipulate the paddle. However, I'm
sure the program can adapt to a much
higher rate. The next step is to hook it
up to the receiver and see if it will copy
W1AW code practice. Real neat!
All this is just by way of showing
some of the fine things one can do with
a microcomputer. Try getting in on the
fun you might like it.
Now let's see who we have heard
from since last time. As you can see,
quite a few more people have gotten in

-

Dave

WB3AKI

G

Bethel PA

John

WB3JYQ

N

Laurel MD

Bob

WA4CSI

A*

Fayetteville TN

Jim

WD4I RU

G

Labelle FL

Wayne

WBSHMB

A

Garland TX

Mike

WA7ZPQ

N

Miles City MT

Neil

WD8CHA

G*

Bucyrus OH

Ricky

WA2RSW

G

Freeport NY

William

W3AMQ

G*

York PA

Frank

WB4GXR

T

Ashland KY

Hoyt

WD4MOM

T*

Fairhope AL

Mike

W6DYC/HZ

Ted

WB7TEV

A

Sweet Home OR

John

WDBEQE

G

Sawyer AFB MI

Tom

WDBIBW

A

Quincy MI

Jim

WBBZUL

A

Woodsfield OH

Clyde

WD9GMR

T

South Bend IN

Dan

WDOBRZ

G

Norton KS

Warren

WDONPT

G*

Virginia Beach VA

Dennis

KOPYB

A

St. Louis MO

Saudi Arabia

*Just upgraded-Congratulations!
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touch with us than did last time.
Perhaps this is a good omen of things to
come in 1978. As usual, those listed
first are students and graduates of NRI's
amateur courses, while those listed last
are students and graduates of other NRI
courses.
WB3JYQ, John, phoned us the other
day saying he had just gotten his Novice
ticket and that he was just about to set
up an antenna at his mobile home QTH.
John says about the only kind of
antenna he can get up is a vertical
because of space restrictions. Should
work all right, John, and do keep us
informed of your progress.
WA4CSI recently upgraded from
General to Advanced as a result of his
studies. Bob runs a Heath HW-101 with
an SB -200 linear into a TA33 beam atop
a seventy-foot tower. He is also active
on two-meter fm with a Kenwood
TR-7400A and an 11 -element beam.
Bob is a high school senior and enjoys
DXing. In addition, Bob would like very
much to contact other NRI amateurs
on the air with the possibility of setting up some sort of net. This has

been tried before, with varying degrees of success, so if anyone would
like to have a go at it, drop Bob a
line at WA4CSI, Rt. 8, Box 145-E,
Fayetteville TN 37334.
WD4IRU went rather rapidly from
Novice to General, and expected to try
for Advanced in November. Hope you
made it, Jim. Just keep hitting those
books! Jim also has a Heath HW-101
which he has hooked to a Hy Gain 18
AVT vertical or a multi -band dipole,
operating mostly on 10 and 15 meters.
WB5HMB is a graduate of the
Amateur program and is now enrolled in
the TV Audio course. When he is not
studying, Wayne hangs out on 40-, 15-,
and 10 -meter phone, sometimes going
down to 75 or 80. To cover all these
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bands, Wayne uses a long wire antenna
and tuner with his Tempo 1 rig, although he is looking for a tower to put
under a two -element tri -band beam. He
is also looking for some contacts with
other NRI amateurs and is almost
always on 28520 Sundays at 2100
Central time, and Thursdays at 2000
Central time. Sundays and Mondays
Wayne works nut on 40 meters at 7275.
Listen for him around 1400 Central
time.
Wayne also asked about the CET
program and how one goes about
getting more information on the program. Well, we're planning an article in a
future issue of the Journal on just this
topic, but briefly, it is a certification
program designed to ensure the qualifications of electronics technicians
employed mainly in TV -audio repair
fields. You can write for more information on the program to: International
Society of Certified Electronics Technicians, 1715 Expo Lane, Indianapolis
IN 46224.
WD8CHA is another one who has
made great strides through the amateur
ranks. Neil started from ground zero
and went rapidly through Novice and
Technician to General. While he is
looking around for some good ssb gear,
Neil operates 40 meters with an old
Heath DX -100 and a new HR-1680.
W3AMQ wrote to tell us of some of
his activities up in York PA. William
said that at long last he built up his
courage, went down to take the General
test and amazed himself by passing it.
He says that he is keeping busy right
now writing a history of the York
Amateur Club (founded in 1932, so I'm
sure they have quite a lot to write
about). When he finds the time, he
operates two -meters with a GTX2 and
the low bands with a Kenwood TS520S.
WB4GXR sent us a copy of his
homemade QSL card which we found
quite attractive. Thanks, Frank. He also

informed us that he intended to take
the General test by Christmas so that he
could make full use of his Drake R4B
and TX4. Frank likes to work 80 and 40
meters with the Drake gear, and uses a
Genave GTX-10 on two meters.
Hoyt, WD4MOM, writes that he
recently passed both the Novice and
Technician exams and hopes soon to be
on the air. Hoyt is a medical doctor
down there in Fairhope, Alabama, and
says he gets a lot out of being a radio
amateur.
Mike, W6DYC writes from Saudi
Arabia that he was in Bangkok the
weekend of the SEANET DX contest.
Mike says he was itching to get on -the air but couldn't because he did not have
a valid HS license. He did have dinner
with several local hams while in
Bangkok, and says he can hardly wait to
get relocated fo an area where he can
once again get on-the -air.
Tom, WD8IBW, writes that he is just
about to complete the two -meter transceiver he is building as part of the
Communications Course, and I'm sure
that by now he has finished it up. Tom

says he particularly likes the modular
construction of the rig because it is easy
to see just how the various pieces fit
together to make the complete transceiver. Well, that's the way we had it
planned, and we're glad to see that it
works that way for those who are on
the receiving end! Tom is studying also
for the Extra test, and has not quite
gotten his code speed up to 20 wpm.
For the time being, he is using the
Heath SB400 and SB303 on the low
bands, cw only, as he doesn't even own

microphone! Fine business, Tom, and
best of luck on the Extra and Commercial tests.
Well, that just about wraps it up for
this time. Let us hear from you so that
we can keep up-to-date on what the
NRI amateurs are doing. Let us know
what you would like to see discussed
here in these pages as well. We have had
several suggestions for topics to write
on, and are doing some research at the
present time for future columns, but we
always welcome any input from you
people out there.
Very 73, Ted K4MKX
a

-

WRENCH SETS IN VINYL ROLL -UP POUCHES

Royal
Tools

Forged Combination Box and Open -End Set
full set of extra -heavy triple -chrome -plated

11 -Pc.

A

drop -forged wrenches, each precision -machined
and hardened alloy steel. Packed in deluxe vinyl
roll pouch. Sizes: 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8",

JO`

11/16", 3/4", 13/16", 7/8", 15/16", 1",

MGM

.QISO SSi
b.r.nu
nlf
FI01[I ALM

111,1 MOW

lutti

STEEL

Stock No.T0200

5 pounds

(our Choice
$16.95

12 -Pc Metric Combination Box and Open -End Set
The ideal metric set of extra -heavy triple -chrome -plated
drop-forged wrenches. Hardened alloy steel with precision machined openings. Professional quality, in a deluxe vinyl
roll. Sizes: 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11 mm, 12mm,

13mm, 14mm, 17mm, 19mm, 22mm.

Stock No.T0738

z

2 pounds
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Alumni
News
Harry
Taylor

PITTSBURGH CHAPTER
HOLDS SERVICE MEETING

SPRINGFIELD CHAPTER
ENTERTAINS GUESTS

The regular November 3 meeting was
devoted to servicing a Zenith color
receiver. The set had a dim picture and
no color. It was found that a 24 -volt
zener diode was open and that a color
module needed replacement. Both the
oscilloscope and the voltmeter were
used as service instruments and almost
all the members joined in checking the
receiver, thereby contributing to their
knowledge.
The next meeting will be devoted to
the election of officers and the planning
of a Christmas party sometime in
December.

The Springfield Alumni Association
Chapter opened its second meeting with
12 members present, one excused, and a
woman guest. Mr. Federice Ablog of
Mystic can take credit for our guest.
The Alumni was pleased to have a
woman guest and stated that they
would like to see more women take an
active interest in electronics. The
minutes of the last meeting were read
and accepted. The Treasurer reported a
sum of $117.75 in the treasury. Chairman Norman Charest said that during
the coming months the Chapter would
concentrate on repairing the Zenith
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color TV owned by the Chapter.
Under new business, it was suggested
that each member give some thought in
the coming months as to where the next
picnic should take place. Mr. Park suggested it be held somewhere within a
reasonable distance of all members.
Also, a new location would enhance the
picnic and make it even more enjoyable
than the last.
Mr. G. Vaidya proposed an amendment to the bylaws to raise the yearly
dues from $6 per member to $8 per
member. This was seconded by Mr.
Cheymn and adopted by the Chapter.
Chairman Charest stated that Tom
Nolan and Harry Taylor would be visiting the Springfield Chapter during the
first part of December. The Secretary
will send Mr. Lymon Brown and Mr.
Rufe an invitation to attend Mr. Nolan's
lecture.
The meeting was adjourned at 9
o'clock followed by refreshments.

FLINT-SAGINAW VALLEY
CHAPTER ENTERTAINS
NRIAA OFFICERS
The Flint Saginaw Valley Chapter
met at South Lane Bowling Lanes on
the evening of October 7. The meeting
was led by Chairman Andy Jobbagy.
Andy discussed a new type of cement
that can be used to bona most materials
together. He pointed out a few applications and listed several places where it
could be obtained in the Flint area.
The meeting was attended by Tom
Nolan, who is retiring as Executive
Secretary of NRIAA, and Harry Taylor,
who will replace Tom as Executive
Secretary.
Tom Nolan lead a discussion on the
new NRI two -meter transceiver and its
servicing techniques. He explained how
frequency synthesizers are used in the
transceiver to obtain any frequency

DIRECTORY OF ALUMNI CHAPTERS
DETROIT CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. or.
the second Friday of each month at St.
Andrews Hall, 431 E. Congress Street,
Detroit. Chairman: James Kelley, 1140
Livernois, Detroit, Michigan. 841-4972.
FLINT (SAGINAW VALLEY) CHAPTER
meets 7:30 p.m., the second Wednesday
of each month at Andy's Radio and TV
Shop, G-5507 S. Saginaw Road, Flint,
Michigan. Chairman: Roger D. Donaven.
NEW YORK CITY CHAPTER meets at
8:30 p.m., first Thursday of each month,
at 1669 45th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Chairman: Sam Antman, 1669 45th
Street, Brooklyn, New York.
NORTH JERSEY CHAPTER meets at
8 p.m. on the second Friday of each
month at the Players Club, located on
Washington Square in Kearny, New
Jersey. Chairman: Al Mould. Telephone
991-9299 or 384-8112.
PHILADELPHIA -CAMDEN
CHAPTER
meets on the fourth Monday of each
month at 8 p.m. at the home of Chairman
Boyd A. Bingaman, 426 Crotzer Avenue,
Folcroft, Pa. Telephone LU 3-7165.
PITTSBURGH CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m.
on the first Thursday of each month in the
basement of the U.P. Church of Verona,
Pa., corner of South Avenue and Second
Street. Chairman: James Wheeler.
SAN ANTONIO (ALAMO) CHAPTER
meets at 7 p.m., fourth Thursday of each
month, at the Alamo Heights Christian
Church Scout House, 350 Primose St.,
6500 block of N. New Braunfels St.
(three blocks north of Austin Hwy.),
San Antonio. Chairman: Robert Bonge,
222 Amador Lane, San Antonio. All
San Antonio area NRI students are always
welcome. A free annual chapter membership will be given to all NRI graduates
attending within three months of their
graduation.
MASSACHUSETTS
SOUTHEASTERN
CHAPTER meets at 8 p.m. on the last
Wednesday of each mbnth at the home of
Chairman Daniel DeJesus, 12 Brookview
Street, Fairhaven, Mass. 02719.
SPRINGFIELD (MASS.) CHAPTER meets
at 7:30 p.m. on the second Saturday of
each month at the shop of Norman
Charest, 74 Redfern Drive, Springfield,
Mass. 01109. Telephone (413) 734-2609.
Chairman: Preston Atwood.
TORONTO CHAPTER meets at McGrawHill CEC, 330 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. Chairman:
Branko Lebar. For information contact
Stewart J. Kenmuir, (416) 293-1911.
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between 146 and 148 MHz. He also
showed how the plug-in circuit boards
simplify the work of assembling and
servicing the transceiver.
Later, Tom discussed the use of a test
jig in servicing color TV receivers. He
reminded the members that regardless
of the equipment available, a serviceman
needs a thorough understanding of
receiver circuitry in order to be able to
work efficiently. At the conclusion of
the meeting, Andy Jobbagy gave a farewell gift to Tom Nolan and presented a
Honey Bee's CB QSL card to Harry
Taylor.

DETROIT CHAPTER MEETS
NEW EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
The Detroit Chapter met on October
Detroit. Our

8 at St. Andrews Hall in

new Executive Secretary Harry Taylor
attended and was introduced to the
members. Harry outlined some of the
changes that he expected to make in the
Alumni Association, including broadening the membership to include more
graduates of the automotive and air
conditioning courses.

Tom Nolan gave an interesting talk
on electronic theory and procedures for
troubleshooting electronic equipment.
The members agreed to look into the
possibility of buying a permanent home
for the Chapter. They also expressed the
hope for a Fiftieth Anniversary National
Convention to be held in Washington,
D.C. in 1979.

SOUTHEASTERN
MASSACHUSETTS CHAPTER
ENTERTAINS EXECUTIVE
SECRETARIES
The Southeastern Massachusetts
Chapter held its September meeting at
the home of Chairman Daniel DeJesus.
The Chapter was visited by outgoing
Executive Secretary Tom Nolan and his
successor, Harry Taylor. The technical
session centered on a talk by Tom
Nolan on transceiver circuits, amateur
repeaters, and the servicing of TV sets.
Refreshments were served and everyone enjoyed meeting the new Executive
Secretary.

The following ballot lists the names of those nominated to serve as officers of the NRI Alumni
Association for the 1978 term. Please fill out your ballot and return it to NRI as soon as possible.
The names of those elected will be announced in the next issue of the Journal. POLLS
CLOSE
AT MIDNIGHT ON JANUARY 31, 1978.

For President (vote for one):
Boyd A. Bingaman
Folcroft, Pennsylvania
For Vice President (vote for four):

ú Norman Charest
E

Springfield, Massachusetts
Barry A. Goodwin
Scranton, Pennsylvania
Al Mould
Kearny, New Jersey

1978 Ballot
Joseph M. Burnelis
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
James L. Dawson
Franklin, Indiana

Daniel DeJesus
Fair Haven, Massachusetts

Sam Antman

David Leech

Brooklyn, New York

Mail your completed ballot to:

Your Name

Harry Taylor
NRI Alumni Association
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20016

Address
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Farmington, New Mexico

Eldred M. Breese
Pineville, Ohio
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CHECK ONE:
Cash order

A Division of the National Radio Institute

COD (20% deposit required)
Select -A -Plan order

3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20016

CHECK ONE:
New Conar account
Add-on Conar account
Reopen Conar account

Ship to another address? Give directions here:

PLEASE PRINT
NRI Student or Graduate No

Name

Name

Address

Address

_

City

State

City

Zip code

State

Zip Code

c/o

Social Security No.

Moved since last order?

State

City

Previous address

Stock No.

Name of Item

IMPORTANT:
To speed handling, any correspondence
should be on separate paper.
All prices are net FOB, Washington, D C
Please include postage for weight shown
and insurance on Parcel Post orders.
A 20% deposit is required on COD
orders. Select -A -Plan orders: Please cornplete reverse side and sign payment
agreement below. Thank you for your
order.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

How Many?

6. Total cash price

Zip code

Price Each

Total

for merchandise

7. Parcel Post and insurance

8. 10% cash down payment and Parcel Post
costs required on new Conar accounts.
9. Unpaid balance of cash price
(Items 6 and 7 less item 8)
10. Sales tax

(Washington, D.C. residents only)

11. Unpaid balance (Amount to be financed)
(Item 9 plus item 10)

Prices in the Conar catalog and Select -A -Plan time payment privileges apply only to residents of the
United States and Canada. Residents of Canada and foreign countries are responsible for customs
charges.

PAYMENT AGREEMENT
on the merchandise have listed on the Conar Order Form. I
Enclosed is a down payment of $
will pay Conar a minimum payment of 7% of the beginning unpaid balance or $5 per month, whichever is greater, until the full balance plus applicable interest is paid. Title to and right of possession of
the merchandise shall remain in Conar Instruments until all payments have been made. If I do not
make the payments as agreed, Conar may declare the entire balance immediately due and payable.
In satisfaction of the balance, Conar may, at its option, take back the merchandise, which I agree to
return upon request. agree that the above conditions shall apply to any add-on purchases to my
account. The statements on my credit application are true and are made for the purpose of receiving
I

I

credit.
Buyer sign here

Date
Please do not

write in this space.

Wt.

RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT AND SECURITY AGREEMENT

CONAR SELECT -A -PLAN
SELECT YOUR TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
CONAR FINANCIAL RATES

TO SPEED SHIPMENT

The Finance Charge on balances up to $500 is
1'A% per month. On any portion of a balance over
$500, the rate is 1% per month. This is an Annual
Rate of 18% and 12% respectively. The Finance
Charge is computed on the month end balance of
your billing cycle. You will receive a statement
each month approximately 10 days before your
payment is due. It will give you the current
balance, finance charge, list payments made during
billing cycle, date your payment is due, and
amount of minimum payment due.

Complete other side of this sheet.
2. Insert amount of down payment (at least 10%
of total order) and other information in
Payment Agreement on other side.
3. Sign Payment Agreement and fill in Credit
1.

Application.
IMPORTANT: Additional purchases-Once your

credit is established and you have made at least
three payments on your account, you can "add
on" to your account with purchases of $20 or
more. No down payment is required for add-ons
HOW TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF YOUR of less than $100. If you are under 21, please have
MONTHLY PAYMENT
the Payment Agreement and credit application
The minimum monthly payment on a Conar filled out and signed by a person over 21. He can
account is 7% of the original unpaid balance or $5, make the purchase for you and will be responsiwhichever is greater. The 7% is calculated to the ble for payment. If you have a Conar account
nearest dollar. For example, if your original open or recently paid in full, just sign the Payment
balance is $140, your payment would be $10. If Agreement.
your original balance is $160, your payment would NOTICE TO THE BUYER: (1l Do not sign this
be $11.
agreement before you read it or if it contains any
And remember-every purchase carries the Conar blank space. (2) You are entitled to a copy of this
Guarantee-'the best in the industry."
agreement.

IT'S AS EASY AS

TO OPEN A CONAR ACCOUNT

PLEASE ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME FOR NORMAL ROUTINE CREDIT CHECK. ONCE YOUR
CREDIT IS ESTABLISHED, ONLY YOUR SIGNATURE IS NEEDED TO ADD ON PURCHASES.
WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

Print full name

A*

Age

Home address
Home Phone

City
How long at this address?

Rent or mortgage payments $
No. dependent children

per month

Zip code

State

(

)

Married

Previous address

(
(

I

)

Own home

(

)

Rent

Single Wife's name

How long?

WHERE DO YOU WORK?

Your employer

B

Monthly income

$

Employer's address
How many years on present job,

Position

Previous employer

Monthly income $

Wife's employer
WHERE DO YOU TRADE?

Bank account with

C*

Address

Credit account with

Credit account with

Address
Address

Total of all monthly payments including car $

(

)

(

)

(

)

Checking
Savings
Loan

mie sharp AM/FJVI stereo...
...a complete sowid system

This model Sharp is a solid-state four-dimensional AM/FM stereo
system with a full-sized BSR three-speed record changer and eight track tape player. The system has been designed to be adaptable for
quadraphonic listening with a monitoring switch. The world of music
is at your fingertips with this finely engineered music system.
Sharp puts everything into this unit, and some of the outstanding
features include a selective speaker switch for off/main/remote/matrix,
bass and treble controls, illuminated slide -rule tuning, AFC for drift free FM reception, 25-watt peak music power, a full range of input/
output terminals, lighted FM stereo indicator, pushbutton function
selectors and much more. The built-in
eight -track tape player has a manual
program selector switch and headphone
Y
jack. The receiver has a beautiful wood
Plus $5 shipping
cabinet and the matching speakers
in continental U.S.
make this a system you'll be proud to
Stock No.EN162
see and hear.

Only $199.95

The Hookon.
The Probe for High-DensityAreas.
The Hookon reaches through the densest wire
jungles and hooks onto leads, pins, and square wire wraps for safe, sure connections. The
fingertip slide control includes a "no -hands spring
grip" upon trigger release. Designed for scopes,
DVMs, VTVMs, and other test gear, the Hookon
offers positive tensioned contact to all terminations without danger of damage or marring.
The contact is made of corrosion -resistant steel,
while the entire unit is precision-moulded of
sturdy Lexan for long-term durability, heat
resistance, and high levels of insulation.

For

use in field, shop, or laboratory. Probes all
types of discrete components, computer system
logic, and matrix PC boards, integrated circuitry,
and high -density electronic circuitry. Connects
to bare wires 26-14 gauge; 0.025 -inch square;
and 0.025 -inch x 0.050 -inch wire -wrap terminations. Simplifies 'touch" contact to PC pads,
terminals, solder junctions, etc. with contact wire
extended and locked. Fits between IC terminals
on 0.100 -inch centers; front slot accepts tails
without extending contact.

Only $3
Special offer: Order four or more at one time
and CONAR will pay the shipping and handling.

Plus 50 cents postage

Stock No.AC307
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